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NOTE:

i. Councillors are requested to note that, if any Councillor who is not a Member of the Board 
wishes to speak at the Board meeting, then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive 
not less than 24 hours prior notice in writing or electronically and such notice shall 
indicate the agenda item or items on which the member wishes to speak. 

ii. Please note that mobile phones should be switched off or switched to silent for the duration 
of the meeting.

iii. This meeting may be filmed or otherwise recorded. By attending this meeting, you are 
consenting to any broadcast of your image and being recorded. 
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AGENDA

1.  APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

2.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

All Members are required to disclose, at this point in the meeting or 
as soon as possible thereafter, any disclosable pecuniary interest or 
personal interest in any item(s) being considered at this meeting.

3.  MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 2 DECEMBER 2020 

To follow 

4.  DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a matter 
which is before the meeting of the Board provided that notice of the 
intended deputation and its object shall have been received by the 
Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday, 11 January 2021.  The 
total time for deputations in favour and against a proposal shall not 
exceed 10 minutes).

5.  PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5 

(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for 
questions from Members of the public on matters within the terms of 
reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s) shall 
have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on 
Monday, 11 January 2021).

6.  REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

Schedule of planning applications with recommendations.
(grey sheets pages 1-27/1)

7.  ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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A MEETING OF THE REGULATORY BOARD
WAS HELD ON 2 DECEMBER 2020

The Mayor 
Councillor Hook

Councillors Mrs Batty, Carter, Casey, Mrs Cully (Substituting for Farr), Earle, Foster-Reed, 
Hammond, Herridge, Mrs Hook, Mrs Jones, Miss Kelly, Murphy, Scard and Westerby

24. APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

Apologies for non attendance were received from Councillors Bateman and Farr. 

25. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Councillor Hammond declared a personal interest in the grey sheets, item 1 Stoke Lake.

26. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 14 OCTOBER 2020. 

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 14th October 2020 be signed as a 
true and correct record. 

27. DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

Deputations were received on the grey pages 
 Item 1 – Stoke Lake 
 Item 4  - 81-82 Marine Parade East 
 Item 6  - Brockhurst Gate 
 Item 7 – 27 Dorrien Way 

28. PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5 

There were none.

29. LICENSING POLICY 

Consideration was given to a report to of the Head of Environmental Health detailing the 
results of the public consultation on the Licensing Policy.

The Board was advised that a late consultation response had been received from Public 
Health and that there was an update based on the response received. 

The Board was advised that the publication date of the policy was March 2021. 

It was noted that census figures were most recent, but 10 years old.  

Members considered the suggestions of the Head of Environmental Health, it was recommended 
that section 1 of the policy not be amended, nor section 2 on the profile of the Borough as 
compliance in the Borough was good. 

Public Document Pack Agenda Item 3
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It was felt that the proposal at section 3.1and 3.2  could be amended to include the graphs provided 
which were alcohol based admissions to hospital and the number of licensed premises per square 
metre in comparison with the national average. 

It was felt slightly unfair that Gosport such a dense area with 191 premises, it was difficult to 
compare to areas such as the New Forest, as a National Park with much greater area. It was seen 
unfair that Gosport be seen as over populated with premises, as it was so dense.

It was suggested therefore that the graph detailing the data in comparison to neighbouring districts 
be removed. 

In answer to a Member’s question the Board was advised that  the data provided was that of Public 
Health so it could not be advised as to why there was no data for Basingstoke and Deane or 
Winchester. 

In answer to a subsequent question, the Board was advised that the wards missing were part of 
Hampshire’s consultation response, any omission would be their error. 

It was requested that a statement highlighting the danger of alcohol dependency and the Public 
Health response was acknowledged. It was recognised that this was the overall objective of the 
policy. 

It was confirmed that the proposed change was to address typographic details and to include graph 
3.1. 

It was reiterated that the small area and peninsular location made it incomparable to other districts. 

RESOLVED: That the Licensing Policy be recommended to Full Council, subject to the 
amendments identified.  

30. FAREHAM LOCAL PLAN 2037: PUBLICATION PLAN (REGULATION 19) 

Members thanked the officers for an excellent report, and also acknowledged that the previously 
identified HA2 allocation and  the strategic growth areas were no longer included in the latest Local 
Plan and that the entire area between Stubbington and Gosport was identified as a strategic gap. 

It was confirmed that Fareham Borough Council were going to be using the housing figures derived 
from the latest consultation version of the Government’s standard method (2020) which uses the 
latest population projections, rather than the current official standard method which uses the 2014 
derived projections. This approach would reduce their housing requirement and potentially reduce 
the threat to the strategic gap. 

RESOLVED: 

That this Council makes the following representations (as expanded upon within sections 3-
7 of this Report)  to Fareham Borough Council (FBC):

 That this Council supports the extent of the Strategic Gap as shown on the latest Policies 
Map  which now includes the land east of Newgate Lane East;

 That this Council supports that the land east of Newgate Lane East (formerly known as HA2) 
is no longer identified as a housing allocation in the FLP2037;
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 That this Council supports that the FLP2037 does not include the formerly identified 
Strategic Growth Area in the Fareham, Gosport, Lee-on-the-Solent and Stubbington 
Strategic Gap;

 That this Council whilst supporting the overall intention of Policy DS1: Development in the 
Countryside it considers that amendments are required for reasons set out in the Report 
(paragraphs 3.9-3.27).

 That this Council objects to the detailed wording  of the following policies  or parts of policies 
as detailed in paragraphs 3.9-3.27  of this report:
- Policy HP4 
- Policy HP6

 That this Council supports the employment allocations at Daedalus (Policies E1, E2 and E3).
 That this Council supports the following policies:

- Policy E5 which protects employment sites including a number on the Gosport 
Peninsula;

- Policy E6 on boatyards which aims to protect important marine sites for employment 
purposes; and

- Policy E7 which aims to safeguard the Solent Airport at Daedalus
- Policy TIN2 which aims to ensure development does not have an unacceptable impact 

on highway safety and the residual cumulative impact on the road network is not severe
- Policy TIN3 which safeguards land to support the delivery of the South East Hampshire 

Rapid Transit scheme
That Policy NE9 includes specific reference to the potential for green infrastructure 
improvements in the Fareham, Gosport, Lee-on-the-Solent and Stubbington Strategic Gap

31. REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

 
20/00298/FULL - FLOOD AND COASTAL EROSION RISK MANAGEMENT SCHEME 
COMPRISING:  ERECTION OF NEW SETBACK FLOOD WALL, L-SHAPED FLOOD WALL 
ON TOP OF THE EXISTING MASONRY WALL,  MAINTENANCE REPAIRS TO THE 
EXISTING WALL AND EXISTING FORESHORE ACCESS,  INSTALLATION OF AN 
OPEN/CLOSE FLOODGATE ACROSS LITTLE ANGLESEY ROAD,  FELLING OF 2NO. TPO 
TREES, ASSOCIATED SOFT/HARD LANDSCAPING AND SALTMARSH HABITAT 
CREATION (ECOLOGICAL ENHANCEMENT) IN STOKE LAKE, AND, ERECTION OF 
TEMPORARY STORAGE COMPOUND IN PEBBLE BEACH CAR PARK (Conservation 
Areas) (description amended 27.10.2020)

Footpath Between Little Anglesey Road And Clayhall Road And Compound At Pebble 
Beach Car Park  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 2JA    

Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting that consideration be given to 
application 20/00298/FULL. 

The Borough Solicitor read out a deputation from Mr Theodosiou as follows. 

I am writing in connection with the above application. It is my view that this application should not be approved 
by the Regulatory Board. I make this statement for the following reasons. 

1. A number of recommendations given to the Board in support of the approval in the planning brief are 
untrue. An example a statement on page 13 …. ‘existing weir structure would need to be demolished’ 
(this, in the event of a new flood scheme at Jackie Spencer Bridge) is not the case. Another statement 
that the listed buildings at 1-6 Little Anglesey Road would not be affected by a rise of tide estimated to 
increase by 0.5 metre and possibly 1 metre is again simply untrue. The Members of the Board are 
being deliberately misled. 
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2. The proposal recommended for approval acknowledges that properties 1-6 Little Anglesey Road will 
be subject to additional flooding as a result of the new flood wall. Additionally some 10 properties in 
Clayhall Road will be subject to flooding of .5 metre (page 17, clause 31) in the future. Whilst it is 
accepted that a flood wall may give protection to properties in Alverstoke Village i.e. to the west of the 
flood wall, properties to the east of the wall will suffer from more flooding as a direct results of works 
carried out by GBC. This in itself creates a liability for GBC not only now, but for all time in the future. 
The creation of such a liability should not even be considered, let alone approved by the Regulatory 
Board. 

3. The proposal of such a scheme as this, which necessarily will cause future flooding and thus damage 
to be caused by GBC to properties of the Borough, is not within GBC’s remit to approve. It is an item 
that is ‘ultra vires’. Thus in layman’s terms GBC does not have the authority to approve such as 
scheme as this which causes actual damage

4. Flood damage will be caused to six properties in Little Anglesey Road and possibly 10 more in 
Clayhall Road. Salt water flood damage to foundations and repairs such as underpinning could cost 
upwards of £500,000 per property, thus perhaps £8,000,000 in total. The Board Members should be 
aware of the right of ‘subrogation’ whilst individual home owners may not wish to make claims against 
Gosport Borough Council; subrogation means that any home owner’s insurer may make their own 
claim against Gosport Borough Council who may have caused the claim or contributed to it. Home 
owners might be too shy to make any claim against GBC, but large insurers such as Prudential, Axa, 
AIG, AVIVA etc. will have no hesitation in pursuing such a large claim. Council approval of this 
scheme may not only be illegal and thus consent invalid, but approval may also open up GBC to very 
serious insurance claims in future. 

RECOMMENDATION
This proposal should be kicked into touch at least for the time being, pending further consideration. Board 
members will be aware that the first GBC flood prevention scheme in 2006 was withdrawn. This is a worse 
scheme which protects fewer properties and should similarly be withdrawn. Members of the Board are aware 
that there is already a massive flood protection wall constructed across the lake in the form of a railway 
viaduct which has stood the test of time for about 150 years. All that needs to be done is to close the gap 
under the bridge with a traditional lock. This lock technology dates from about 1700 and has similarly stood 
the test of time. Such a scheme is easy to construct and would even enhance the conservation area. 

Finally, I should be most grateful if the production of this emailed letter and the reading of it to the Regulatory 
Board be included in your minutes. A copy should be made available as a permanent record for public 
retention. This is because in the event of all future claims against GBC, it should be shown that the Board 
were fully aware of the consequences of your decision. 

Members were asked if they had any questions of the Officer on the deputation. 

In answer to a Member’s question it was confirmed that the deputation as read would be minuted. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board were advised that if the work was undertaken the depth of the 
water in the front gardens of the properties highlighted would be increased, in the case of a flood event, but 
that the flood water would not breach the properties. 

The water to properties to the south in Clayhall Road, the depth would increase of the flood, but it would be 
less to those on the west. 

It was acknowledged that flood depth would increase with or without works to improve the existing defences, 
but it was clarified that the proposed flood wall would not affect the properties negatively. 

A Member questioned the information provided from the EA, and questioned that the flood maps for 2055 
showed flooded properties, and it wasn’t correct to advise that the properties would not be affected. 

Members were advised that it was important to focus on the information provided for the scheme, which 
addressed the impact of tidal flooding. There are other flooding, such as surface water and other drainage, but 
that this application was not considering the impact if those flood events occurred.

The only flood maps that should be used were those that addressed tidal flooding, because those that include 
the impact of other flooding events the flood maps show a different picture than those addressing tidal 
flooding only. 
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It was reiterated that there would be no impact from tidal flooding on the properties to the north 1-6 Little 
Anglesey Road, it would only impact the gardens. The depth of the water on the properties on Clayhall Road, 
would not be as significant as the impact on properties to the west of the works did not take place. 

The Board was advised that a prediction in climate change was expected to cause the water levels to rise. 
The scheme sought to protect particularly properties to the west, and it was clarified that the proposal was to 
protect against an increase in the water and level of Stoke Lake as a result of Climate Change, however for 
the most part unless there was a flood there should not be a capacity issue with the lake as a result of 
flooding. 

Caroline Barford was invited to address the Board on behalf of Gosport Borough Council as the applicant. 

Briefing for Alverstoke Flood Defence Scheme

The current proposed scheme has been through numerous robust technical, financial and stakeholder 
engagement stages in order to get to arrive at the current optimum design proposal. Firstly in 2015, Gosport 
Borough Council, and subsequently the Environment Agency, adopted The River Hamble to Portchester 
Strategy [the Strategy]. This strategy recommended that that “Priority capital works, such as a new flood wall 
and flood gates are required at Alverstoke to address present day flood risk. Ongoing maintenance with 
further defence upgrades from 2060.” This also concluded that the use of tidal barrages or tidal gates is not 
compliant with a ‘Hold the Line’ policy along this frontage. Additionally, the Strategy Appraisal Report, 
considered, but ruled out tidal gates due to additional concerns over technical feasibility, environmental impact 
and financial viability; this included a tidal gate option at the Jackie Spencer Bridge.

Options considered for Alverstoke Scheme. 

Although the strategy had ruled out the use of tidal gates as it was not compliant with the ‘Hold the Line’ 
policy, it was considered again during the ‘shortlisting’ of design solutions’ for the Alverstoke scheme. This 
assessment included a tidal gate option at Jackie Spencer Bridge. However, the resulting assessment 
covering policy, cost, and environmental impact, amongst others, showed that such a solution was extremely 
unfavourable on all grounds, so it did not progress to the short list of options for further consideration. 

Notwithstanding this previous assessment work, the Alverstoke site is within the Portsmouth Harbour Special 
Protection Area (SPA) and Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and therefore the Conservation of Habitats 
and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitat Regulations) applies to works undertaken in this area. 

The option at Jackie Spencer Bridge would fail licensing and consenting permission requirements as there is 
a satisfactory alternative in the proposed option under the Habitats Regulations, to join that it would be 
contrary to the Local Plan Policy, National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the duty to have regard to 
conserving biodiversity conferred by National Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. 

The proposed flood defence alignment represents a less environmentally harmful alternative, so the weir and 
gate option would fail under the ‘no satisfactory alternative’ test, as the least compliant with the Habitat 
Regulations of all the options considered.

In summary, under the Habitat Regulations, the integrity of site affected, fails the ‘no satisfactory alternative 
test and this non-compliance means that the licences and consents required to build a scheme at Jackie 
Spencer would not be granted. 

In addition to the environmental aspects which make an option at Jackie Spencer Bridge unviable there are 
economic aspects which led to the proposed option of the set back wall at the causeway. Given the age of the 
existing weir structure, it is highly unlikely that any design engineering consultant or Gosport Borough Council 
would be able to satisfy themselves that the weir structure is capable of lasting the design life of the FCERM 
scheme (50 years) or capable of taking the additional loading a set of tidal gates would add to the structure. 
Therefore, the existing weir structure would need to be demolished and replaced with a new weir structure 
plus new tidal gates all at currently significant and unaffordable cost.

The Environment Agency (EA) will fund the ‘least cost acceptable option’, the proposed option fulfils this 
requirement (and is fully funded by the EA), the additional costs of alternative options, such as raised for 
Jackie Spencer Bridge, would not be funded by the EA and need to be obtained from alternative sources. The 
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funding for the proposed Alverstoke scheme is secured up to 2021/22. Any delay to decisions made over 
planning will increase the risk to the current approved and available funding from the Environment Agency.   

Consultation Timeline
Throughout the scheme development, there has been significant engagement with the residents of Gosport 
about the Alverstoke scheme. The Alverstoke scheme has been before both councillors and public, since it 
commenced following adoption of the River Hamble to Portchester Strategy in 2015. 

The Alverstoke scheme has been raised at the following meetings and exhibitions to gain feedback from both 
Cllrs and Members of the public:

Outline Design Detailed Design
GBC Coastal Panel 13/7/2017 11/1/2018
Public exhibitions 17/7/2017 (Alverstoke)

20/7/2017 (Gosport Discovery 
Centre) 
25/7/2017 (Forton)

11&12/9/2019
17&18/9/2019 (Forton)
20-26/9/2019 (Gosport 
Discovery Centre, unmanned)

Community Board Adoption of the River Hamble to Portchester Coastal Strategy 
9/3/2015. This sits above the Alverstoke Scheme and set some 
of the parameters used in the scheme. 

The causeway setback reinforced concrete wall has been the proposed option since Outline Design and was 
raised as the proposed option in Coastal Panel and Public Consultations in July 2017. The slide below shows 
the additional consideration that has been to the Jackie Spencer Bridge option as part of the process. 

Following the 2017 public consultation there was 70% support for the proposed option. 

As part of the 2019 Public consultation event a poster was included outlining reasons that Jackie Spencer 
Bridge option was not viable for reasons given above. 

Properties outside scheme in Clayhall Road and Little Anglesey Road area

Flood modelling has confirmed properties along Little Anglesey Road are not at risk of flooding from a 1 in 100 
year coastal flood event - the required design standard for the scheme. However, with the current proposed 
scheme at the Alverstoke, 11 properties to the south of Stoke Lake remain at risk from a 1 in 100 year coastal 
flood event (however in some cases the flood depths are minimal and further investigation is needed to 
confirm property thresholds which may be above the flood level). 

The Environment Agency has provisionally allocated funding, as part of their Capital programme, for a 
Gosport Property Level Protection (PLP) Scheme in 2022/23. This scheme would also look at other homes in 
the Gosport area.

PLP reduces flood risk to individual dwellings, by adapting the property to be flood resistant. PLP differs from 
the other Gosport coastal schemes as it offers protection from coastal flood events to residents on an 
individual basis as opposed to the community level protection offered by the Forton, Alverstoke and Seafield 
schemes which is in the longer term plan of works required from the strategy and will pursed in the next 2-4 
years subject to funding availability and resource. 

The Planning Officer updated that an additional objection had been received highlighting issues raised already 
outlined and there were no new comments.

Members were invited to ask questions of the applicant. 

A Member advised that they felt that the deputation was misleading, the idea of cost, shouldn’t be brought up 
as not a material planning consideration. 

A Member questioned why cost was brought up in the deputation as it was not a material planning application, 
the reason that Jackie Spencer Bridge. The proposal was least cost acceptable solution and others would 
require additional funding, suggesting and that was why the proposed option was detailed. 
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It was reiterated that cost was not a planning consideration; the Board was advised that the proposed option 
was the best overall scheme, outside of cost, environmentally, and for maintenance. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that the deadline for the funding be available to the 
end of March 2022. 

The Board was advised that properties on the south side were grade two listed and some had sub basements, 
and that there was awareness of this and that specific property protection work was scheduled for future years 
to address this and would be considered on a property level, and not as part of the community level this 
proposal was being considered as. 

In answer to a Member’s question the Board were advised that barriers could be considered at a property 
level protection, with protection installed for specific property on a single property level. The Board was 
advised that the property level work was scheduled for the 2022/2023 financial year. 

In answer to a Member’s question the Board was advised that there was a desire to complete the project with 
accessibility to external funding as there was currently guaranteed funding until 2022 and that it was important 
to raise this, accepting that it was not a planning consideration. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that the money for property protection was made 
as a submission to the EA and in the medium term the funds for property protection had been allocated. 

In answer to a Member’s question, it was clarified that the protection for the properties would be in the 
gardens. Members also questioned the provision for protection of the horse field to prevent potential 
contamination. 

The property level works would be undertaken in 2022/23 and an assessment would be made of the 
thresholds to confirm which properties required property level protection. This would be confirmed as part of 
the threshold analysis and if the horse field was in the vicinity of the property level protection it would be 
considered as a part of the study. 

Members sought clarification that the properties at 1-6 Little Anglesey Road would not be affected by a 1/100 
year event. The bridge option would fail as there was an alternative option that was more suitable as the 
bridge option would compromise the lagoon. 

In answer to a question the Board was advised that a scheme nearer to the harbour had been considered as 
part of a wider scheme and that these schemes were considered as part of a strategy. A tidal barrage was not 
a suitable solution to hold the line, this and the detriment to the environment that would be caused meant that 
a wider scale proposal would not pass as acceptable to undertake work in the areas highlighted. 

In answer to a Member’s question the Board was advised that the scheme was to protect 130 properties, in 
2060 against a 1/100 year event, primarily those located in the Alverstoke Village area and that this event was 
not predicted to affect the properties nearest to the lake. The strategy parcelled up the risks across the 
borough to protect them against tidal flooding. 

Clarification was sought as to the different numbers of properties listed in the report of the planning officer the 
Board was advised that the numbers were a different annual exceedance probability based on different years. 
The annual exceedance probability was the yearly risk of a flood event occurring, the first paragraph was the 
2020 risk, the second paragraph was the future risk. 

In answer to a question, the Board was advised that the protection of individual properties could be either 
fixed, or temporary measures, including changes from a front door to a flood door, or removable barriers such 
as panels, it would be dependent on the property level assessment conclusions. A passive, permanent 
solutions such as flood doors was preferred, if appropriate. Homeowner preference and conservation areas 
restrictions would also be considered to look for the most suitable solution for the properties concerned. 

A passive solution was preferred without human interaction and embankments were typical in fields. 

The Board was advised that existing features such as the pentagon in the footpath would be preserved and 
the application allowed for the retention of the pentagon and other such features 
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In answer to a Member’s question the Board was advised that the extensions of the defences would need to 
permission of landowners. This would therefore be required for two properties and, in addition, the field 
adjacent to the proposal. The planning officer could not advise what discussions had been undertaken. 

A Member questioned whether, if consent for work on additional land was not granted, the work could be 
undertaken. The Planning Officer advised the Board that there were a number of matters that did not form 
considerations for planning applications, and that the ownership of the land and permissions for its use were 
not considerations for planning officers, or the Regulatory Board. The consent for the land use was a private 
agreement between the land owner and the applicant. 

It was confirmed that if land owner consent were not obtained, an amended scheme may need to be 
presented. 

It was further clarified, that the difference in figures listed for 2020 was two different numbers and the 
difference between 1% annual exceedance probability and a 20% annual exceedance probability which was 
why there were different. The higher the daily risk, the greater chance there would be of flooding. 100% would 
mean every single day risk. 

A Member also stated that the report said that there were 3 electricity sub stations but was unsure as to where 
they were, the Board was advised that two were located to the west and could be seen in the application 
pack. 

A Member stated that they had seen the flood maps that had been provided for 2055 and they had shown a 
number of properties that would be flooded, including those that were grade two listed and a care home for 
dementia patients. It also included Atkinson Close and an electric substation and two sailing club buildings, 
which were different to the applicant’s statement that the only risk was to gardens of properties. Members felt 
that residents would not care about the type of flooding that caused issues to their property and that all should 
be considered.

It was reiterated to the Board that the application was for measures to address tidal flooding. The maps 
referred to by the Member were from the strategic flood risk assessments which were not meant to be used to 
assess individual schemes based on flood risk. They are not fit for purpose as a consideration for this 
application as they took into account sewerage and surface water flooding as well as tidal flooding. 

The Environment Agency maps had to be used, as these only looked at tidal flooding. In answer to a 
Member’s question, the Board was advised that the properties located to the north of the lake in Little 
Anglesey Road based on tidal flooding alone, would not be at risk from tidal flooding in 2060, the properties to 
the south in Clayhall Road would be subject to a depth of water considerably less than those to the west, and 
it was this that the scheme set out to address.

A Member requested that clarification be given as to what the Board was being asked to consider and it was 
confirmed that only the application presented was for consideration. Therefore other suggestions and 
statements were not a valid consideration. 

A Member sought clarification as to how residents were to leave properties when flood gates were closed, as 
currently they egressed over neighbours properties, with consent. Concern was expressed that the rector of 
the church would not be able to leave to support the community over a flood gate. The Board was advised 
that Hampshire Fire and Rescue were consulted on the application and were responsible for providing 
feedback on any potential issues presented. They had not raised concerns, but it was acknowledged that 
neighbours had questioned the response of Hampshire Fire and Rescue and as a result they had been 
consulted a second time, but had not expressed any concern about the proposal. In the absence of any 
objection from HFRS, people would need to leave the properties to the North. Concern was acknowledged, 
but it was reiterated that HFRs had assessed the egress and access and not advised of an issue. 

HFRS also assessed emergency services access to the properties as part of their assessment and had not 
raised any objection. 

The Planning Officer advised that it the question of compulsory purchase of any land could not be directed to 
the planning officer. 
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A Member questioned whether a filter could be put in to protect surface water drainage contamination into the 
salt water lagoon, particularly from utility sites and it was confirmed that Southern Water were willing to 
contribute to the scheme, and measures could be included to prevent debris entering the water. 

Members were reminded that the application presented was the application for consideration. 

Members advised that there were 32 letters of objection from residents and the Anglesey and Gosport Society 
all concerned about flooding and that the conclusion of the report stated that it was considered the likely 
environmental impact of the development had been adequately assessed in the documents and that 
appropriate conditions for mitigation measures and been included and that less that substantial harm would 
occur to heritage assets. A Member expressed concern that this was not acceptable enough for local 
residents. 

A Member advised that one area highly used was the connecting footpath between Little Anglesey and 
Clayhall Road and that it was used for crabbing and leisure and that this would be lost by the inclusion of a 
metre high wall, also presenting danger if children fell in and could not exit the lake safely. In addition, the 
Member advised that property access and egress was being restricted and that residents could find 
themselves in positions where they were unable to leave their properties without forward planning and 
climbing over neighbouring properties or moving their cars. Concern was expressed as to whether the horse 
field could be adapted to include protection and defence and that consideration needed to be given to 
ambulances accessing the care home. They advised that the Council’s website stated that listed buildings 
should be protected at all cost and that the proposal went against that. It was felt that there were other more 
suitable options. 

Members felt the flood plan was flawed as it showed Little Anglesey Road would not be flooded, however the 
road flooded now, so how was it accurate. It was acknowledged global warning was causing a rise in sea 
levels and felt the proposal was not fit for purposed and propose that reflections and modifications be made to 
make the application more suitable. 

The Development Manager advised that the scheme would provide benefit and defence to 130 buildings, 
including listed buildings currently at risk of flooding. It was acknowledged that the scheme was complex with 
issues that competed against each other. The conclusion had been drawn that the public benefits of the 
scheme would outweigh any disbenefits as laid out in the report. 

A Member expressed concern that properties to the west would be at risk if nothing happened and that at the 
consultation 70% of attendees at the consultation had supported the proposal. They advised that the analysis 
of the likelihood of an event happening was a risk and that should the event happen in subsequent years the 
properties in Alverstoke village could be compromised. 

It was felt that if the water level was to increase cars would not able to egress anyway so alternative access 
provision should be made by residents. 

A Member advised that it had been highlighted by some Members that the proposal would remove an 
amenity, however, across the previous summer, with high usage of the lake, residents had complained about 
the visitor levels.

Members acknowledged that the scheme may not be perfect, but it was acknowledged that no scheme would 
be perfect for everyone, the Board was advised that the process had taken 5 years to get to the current 
scheme level and it was important that the Council took some action, rather than none and that on balance 
the proposal was the correct one. 

A Member advised the Board that they felt that the increased use of the lake had been caused by the 
lockdown and hoped that future such lockdowns wouldn’t occur to present such a problem again. 

Members felt that more action should be taken than proposed and felt there was clear discrepancies in the 
map, and felt that it was important to achieve the correct defences first time and suggested that there was 
time to pause and rethink the proposal and consider the accuracy of the data provided. 

The Borough Solicitor advised that Board were not being asked to consider and appraise the project 
presented or being asked to consider any other options available or why other projects had been not suitable. 
The Board was advised that the application was a planning application and that should Members feel that the 
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proposal was not acceptable in planning terms, they would need to consider the planning reasons for refusal, 
or if it was felt that there was information missing from the proposal Members would need to articulate those if 
they wished to defer the application. 

Members were reminded that only material planning considerations could be considered when making a 
decision and that the value of a property, as had been highlighted at previous Boards, and at Members 
training for Regulatory Board was not a material planning consideration and could therefore not be taken into 
account when considering whether or not a planning application was acceptable. 

The Development Manager advised that planning application was accompanied by a comprehensive suite of 
supporting documents which dealt with ecological, environmental and other issues. With regard to the flood 
risk maps and information the data provided was specifically relevant to the application being considered 
which was designed to protect from tidal flooding, as a result the maps provided detailed tidal flooding. The 
officers advised that the information provided by the applicant was more than adequate for the purposes of 
assessing the application and making an informed decision on it. 

Members acknowledged that there was a difficult decision to be made as the consideration of sewerage being 
disrupted by a high tide had to be taken into account, but acknowledged that the area was sensitive and 
popular with the amenity of the area being discussed at the consultation. It was recognised that the high tides 
did make the roadway unsuitable for passing through when it crossed the road. It was felt that signage 
needed to be appropriate to warn other users, as well as local knowledge being used to highlight when the 
tides were high and advising of alternative routes. 

Members expressed concerns that future funding opportunities for other schemes may be lost if this 
application was refused. Whilst it was felt that the gates were not ideal it was acknowledged they were 
suitable for the proposal. 

Members expressed concern that the decision was being forced as a result of the funding situation, and didn’t 
agree that the cheapest option was the way forward. It was acknowledged that the proposal would protect 139 
properties from flooding, but concern was expressed for the 24 properties that would be impacted further. 

The Borough Solicitor advised the Board that was considering the application in its Regulatory capacity, and 
that the job of the Board was to approve or refuse the application. The Board was advised that the funding for 
the project was not relevant or to be considered when making the decision. 

The Head of Planning and Regeneration advised that the deputee had touched on other schemes as 
Members had raised questions about them. The intention of the applicant was to explain the reasoning for the 
application presented and answer some questions raised by Members to allow the Board to focus on 
considering the planning application in front of them, as advised by the Chairman. 

The planning authority’s role in the process was not to protect individual private interests of people, but 
consider applications in the wider public interest. 

A Member advised that the decision made needed to be valid and legal and could not be based on emotions. 

A Member advised that they were a Councillor representing their residents and could not accept the 
application for the reasons detailed in that the NNPF February 2019 stated that particular obligation fell upon 
the LPA, in determining any application affecting a listed building, or its setting or a conservation area, and 
also that section 66 of the listed building and conservation area act 1990 placed a duty on the authority to 
have special regard to the desirability to preserve a listed building or its setting or any feature of special 
architectural or historical interest which it possesses and that section 72 of the same act required that the 
authority pay special attention to the desirability of enhancing character of the a conservation and as a result 
felt the application failed on the listed building and conservation area of the NPPF. 

A Member also advised that they felt the application should be refused under LP23 the Borough Council will 
expect the development to safeguard public rights of way and retain them in a setting of appropriate quality 
and felt the application would take this away from the residents and others that wished to use it. It was also 
felt that LP1, LP2 and LP10 could be used to refuse the application.
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A Member advised they felt the proposal should be refused and an alternative presented as there was no 
guarantee the proposal would work. They felt the map used needed to be questioned as it stated Little 
Anglesey Road did not currently flood, however it did. 

The Development Manager advised that the Board report addressed the impact on heritage assets and the 
impact of the proposal, and recognised that there would be a degree of harm, albeit less than substantial. The 
report also recognised the wider public benefit of the proposal, including a number of listed buildings within 
the 139 properties to be protected. 

Officers had had regard to the legal duties when preparing the report and the recommendation and had 
concluded that the public benefits outweigh the harm. They advised the Board that should Members wish to 
refuse the application they would need to identify what the harm would be and the harm would need to be 
considered in the context of public interest rather than the interests of private individuals. 

A Member felt that the argument that the application should be refused under LP23, LP1, LP2 and LP10 on 
the basis of protection of heritage and listed buildings could also be used in support of the application as there 
were listed buildings that would be protected by the proposed flood defences. It was also recognised that 
protection should be for the future and protect the infrastructure and felt there was no reason under planning 
law to refuse the application. 

If the scheme was to be reconsidered and a different scheme presented it would need to be presented to the 
Community Board for consideration as to whether it was the appropriate scheme and that the Regulatory 
Board were considering the application under planning rules. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that the officers presenting the application to the 
Board were not the applicant and it was StreetScene Department supported by the Coastal Partnership that 
would consider any alternative action should the application be refused. It was confirmed that there would be 
a right to appeal if the application was refused. 

RESOLVED: That planning application 20/00298/FULL be approved, subject to the conditions in the report of 
the Development Manager. 

20/00028/FULL ERECTION OF SINGLE STOREY GARDEN CENTRE BUILDING, VISITOR 
FACILITIES FOR THE ALVER VALLEY, ASSOCIATED WORKS, SUB-STATION AND 
PARKING (WITH ACCESS FROM BARRINGTON CLOSE) (as amended by plans received 
06.08.20, 20.10.20 amplified by plan received 06.02.20 and additional supporting 
information received 29.01.20, 06.02.20, 07.02.20, 02.03.20, 10.03.20, 16.03.20, 15.04.20, 
06.08.20 and 20.10.20)
Land Adjacent To Grange Farm  Little Woodham Lane  Gosport  Hampshire  PO13 8AB  

Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting that consideration be given to 
application 20/00028/FULL.

The Board was advised that with regard to paragraph 17 of the principle issues which referred to the loss of 
trees and proposed landscape, it was clarified that the proposed landscape scheme, conditioned on the 
application included the planting of 25 replacement trees.

It was clarified that the established trees on the boundaries of what was previously the nursery and the 
caravan park would mostly remain, and be enhanced. Most of the tree clearing work had already been 
undertaken. It was anticipated that the replacement trees would include a number of trees as suggested in the 
ecology report and could include feature trees such as acers. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that the parking details for the site, including the 
main and additional parking were within the report and that it was conditioned that the main car park should 
include measures to be agreed to prevent access outside of the hours. The applicant could also consider 
measures under their lease if the country parks use impacts on the garden centre parking which could include 
time limits or paid parking. 

Members welcomed the proposal and welcomed the opening of the gardening centre on the site.
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RESOLVED: That application 20/00028/FULL be approved, subject to the conditions in the report of the 
Development Manager.

19/00479/FULL - DEMOLITION OF EXISTING BUILDING AND ERECTION OF 6NO. TWO-STOREY SEMI-
DETACHED AND 1NO. DETACHED HOUSES WITH ACCESS FROM PRIVETT PLACE
110 Privett Road  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 3SY    

Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting that application be considered. 

 
Members felt the officer’s recommendation for refusal was appropriate as the proposal was to place 7 
properties in a small area and it was unacceptable. 

RESOLVED: That application 19/00479/Full be refused. 

19/00103/OUT- OUTLINE APPLICATION - DEMOLITION OF 2NO. EXISTING DWELLINGS AND 
ERECTION OF THREE STOREY BUILDING TO FORM 7NO. FLATS, WITH ASSOCIATED ACCESS AND 
CAR PARKING - ALL MATTERS RESERVED OTHER THAN ACCESS
81-82 Marine Parade East Lee-on-the-Solent PO13 9BJ

Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting that application 19/00103/OUT 
be considered. 

A deputation was read out to the Board by the Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer on behalf of the Lee 
Residents Association as follows

Deputation By: LRA on behalf of the residents of Lee-on-the-Solent. It is requested that this should be read 
to the Regulatory Board.

Already in LRA’s original objection letter it is stated how the application contravenes the local planning 
guidance. This deputation aims to illustrate how ill-suited the plans are to the environment and 
neighbourhood. We will not be so demeaning as to point out how the building design is so out of character to 
the area as it bears no relationship to the Marine Parade SPD design guidelines which are applicable nearby. 
Nor bother to address the responses the design consultant’s submission to counter local objections; anybody 
can take a picture of an empty seaside car park at 6 o’clock on a summer’s morning.

Perhaps the architect considers that he has produced a radical design but in reality, he has not taken into 
account the environment in which the building will sit nor the architectural fit.   Technically he has the slab side 
of a mono slope roof placed at right angles to the path of the prevailing weather and the ever increasing 
prevalence of storms. This will create a damp problem for the occupants and a wind noise problem for the 
neighbours. 

Then there is the position of the vehicular entrance.  Even if this was just another access onto a multi-
directional road junction it would be dangerous enough; worse it is completely blind to turning traffic from the 
east and obscured by parked cars from the west.  Due to the inadequate parking provision of the 
development, it will lead to even more cars parked around this dangerous junction, compounded by even 
more street parking as the new residents realise the entrance is too dangerous to risk using.  Don’t pay any 
attention to Hampshire Highways ‘no objection’ just look at the number of local letters explaining the risks 
around this complex junction. It is clear that the Hampshire Highways consultant does not live in earshot of 
the daily long and angry car horns resulting from the near accidents.  Yet another traffic complication in this 
area is likely to tip the near accident statistics into serious accident or fatality. The development entrance 
needs to be on Marine Parade East where at least the road is straight in both directions and the user has a 
chance to see approaching traffic. The traffic consultant would argue that the entrance is on a faster traffic 
route but it’s still far better to be given the opportunity to see it approaching.

Recommendation:  Lee Residents recommends that the LPA rejects this application on the grounds that it 
contravenes the LP10 Design requirements of Gosport Borough Councils (GBC) Local Plan 2011-2029, 
the Design Guidance SPD and GBC’s Parking SPD. The building design does not fit the neighbourhood 
street scene and its design and situation are an anathema to the local weather and traffic conditions. 
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Members felt that the proposal was unacceptable, but recognised that the building was in disrepair. It was 
noted that the properties had been vandalised and were an eyesore. It was reiterated that any application for 
the site must be acceptable and that the owners should make an effort to tidy and secure the site. 

Members advised that there were some flats in the locality of both Elmore shops and Portsmouth Road. 

RESOLVED: That planning application 19/00103/OUT be refused. 

19/00415/FULL - ERECTION OF 8 NO. THREE BEDROOM HOUSES AND 1 NO. TWO 
BEDROOM HOUSE WITH ASSOCIATED ACCESS, CAR PARKING AND 
LANDSCAPING (ADJACENT TO CONSERVATION AREA) (as amended by plans 
received 11.11.2019 and amplified by Nitrogen Neutrality and Mitigation details 
received 06.07.2020, Addendum to the Community Resource Analysis Statement 
received 07.09.2020 and Updated Aborcultural Report received 04.11.2020)
Site Of Former Royal Sailors Rest  Grange Lane  Gosport  Hampshire  PO13 9RX  

This item was withdrawn from the agenda.

20/00302/ADVT - ERECTION AND DISPLAY OF 2NO. LED SIGNS WITH LIGHT 
SENSORS
Brockhurst Gate  Cotsworth Road  Gosport  Hampshire    

Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting consideration of the application. 

An additional letter of representation had been received from English Heritage, as neighbor. As they were not 
statutory consultees and they had responded in their capacity as neighbours. 

The Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer read out a deputation from the applicant as follows.

DEPUTATION STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF ADVERTISEMENT CONSENT APPLICATION
(GBC REF: 20/00302/ADVT) BY MILLNGATE GOSPORT DEVELOPMENTS LTD AT
BROCKHURST GATE, GOSPORT
1. This Statement has been prepared by Mark Harris of Freeths, the Agent for the Advertisement
Consent Application.
2. We object to the recommendation made by your Officers to refuse the application and consider
there to be sufficient and significant grounds to outweigh the harm they have identified in their
recommendation before you and grant Advertisement Consent.
3. The proposal is an application for 2 LED advertisement signs with light sensors fronting the
A32. The signs are respectively 6m wide, 3m high and 2m above the ground level having a
total height of 5m. This technology is now being rolled out across the country and we
understand could be the first time such a form of display will be located in Gosport.
4. The LED illuminated signs are of a high quality design and will display static images which
change every 10 seconds. The brightness will be automated between 7000 cd/per m2 in the
daytime to 300 cd/per sqm at night which is an appropriate level of illumination and type of
display for this location. This will be no brighter than existing signage on the Park.
5. The LED signs are proposed to be located on the boundary of the site in front of the existing
electricity sub-station. The sub-station is recognised to be an eyesore that reduces the
environmental quality and appearance of the area which has otherwise been significantly
enhanced following the successful development and opening of Brockhurst Gate.
6. The signs are intended to mask the sub-station and at the same time provide new signage
opportunities to reflect the commercial context of the area and its position alongside the A32
which Members will be aware is a key movement corridor towards the Town Centre and wider
peninsula. We disagree with the Officer’s assessment regarding the relationship with the substation
as the presence of the signage will clearly not draw more attention to this structure
when it is positioned in front of it.
7. Millngate held early discussions with English Heritage regarding the proposals and they were
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reduced in height and moved closer to the A32 in response. The signs are also sufficiently
offset from the Fort and positioned on the boundary of the overall site so as not to cause any
impact on its setting and the value of the open space area.
8. At the time of writing, we note there have been no third party public objections to the proposal
and only a letter of support received from Iceland. It is also interesting to note that Historic
England have not objected to this application which is particularly noteworthy as they have
consistently objected to other development in this location including the Retail Park itself.
When an absence from Historic England and the support of English Heritage is factored in,
this presents a true picture of the position on the lack of harm in heritage terms. Particular

weight should be given to the opinions of English Heritage who own and are responsible for
Fort Brockhurst so are best placed to comment.
9. Hampshire CC Highways have confirmed they have no objection to the signs in highway safety
terms and have recommended conditions on the type of display and illumination which the
scheme can operate within.
10. The signs have a number of benefits which we consider outweigh any amenity harm that may
have been identified by your Officers.
(i) The signs are to be operated by Millngate for the benefit of either existing and future
tenants of Brockhurst Gate; and/or surrounding land owners; or other entities that wish
to take advantage of the Site’s excellent location adjacent to the A32 on the approach
to Gosport Town Centre and other parts of the Peninsula.
(ii) They have a lower entry cost point compared to traditional printed billboards, as there
is no printing and manual installation involved as it is a question of agreeing an
uploading a digital design.
(iii) They can be used by Retail Park tenants to advertise job opportunities, products and
offers. This will reduce the use of temporary signs and banner signage by tenants
which can often occur. Iceland has already confirmed its support for the application.
(iv) Beyond the Park, being on an entry into Gosport the signage also has important value
in terms of advertising businesses and services in the town and borough. There has
been significant interest already including from local businesses and institutions. We
expect the level of interest to increase should approval be given.
(v) Also the signage can be used to promote local events and tourist attractions plus
important health information. Millngate is open to a discussion with your Council
regarding opportunities to use the signs to publicise the Borough and its wide ranging
attractions and activities.
(vi) One particular benefit Millngate we have identified due to the location is to publicise
Fort Brockhurst and enhance knowledge and awareness of the important heritage
asset particularly as it largely can’t be seen on this approach. This is important for
them as following their split from Historic England, English Heritage have a target of
becoming self-sufficient by 2022/23 when Grant Aid ceases. We think it’s important to
help publicise the Fort and provide any support possible in increasing admission
receipts. English Heritage are supportive of the scheme and agreement will be reached
with them on the proposal subject to the outcome of this application.
11. The signage represents a quarter of a million pound investment by Millngate building upon the
success of the award winning Retail Park and the now permitted Phase 2 Industrial and Trade
Counter scheme.

12. The ability to deliver this important further investment in the Borough and provide a new form
of signage technology to the town is simply now down to a subjective assessment of the signs’
relationship with the character of the area and Fort.
13. The signs are in a largely commercial area along an important road corridor into Gosport so
sit within that character and context both during the day and night. They have also been moved
further from the Fort and reduced in size through discussion with English Heritage to address
any perceived impacts. English Heritage is supportive of the signs recognising the benefit they
offer the Fort.
14. Given the significant benefits the signs can offer in terms of the type of signage for local
businesses and interests, we consider the benefits significantly outweigh any harm your
officers may have found.
15. We therefore respectfully recommended that Advertisement Consent is granted for the
proposals.
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In answer to a Members question it was clarified that the highest brightness of the proposed Advertisement 
related to the illumination during the daytime to deal with sun glare with the lower level of the Advertisement 
being at night. The 600 limit was suggested in the Highway response, but it was proposed to be no more than 
300. 

Members felt that the proposal would be distracting and that it would impact on road safety particularly as the 
sign was a scrolling one. 

A Member advised the Board that the Highway Authority had not objected to the proposal and that they felt it 
was acceptable, and that it should be noted that the brightness overnight was half of the limit requested by 
highways. In addition, it was felt that the signage was too far away to cause a distraction and that the proposal 
would support businesses and should be encouraged. They also advised that the signage could be used 
wider, to support Fort Brockhurst and wider Gosport area and that objection under LP10 was subjective, and 
that a recommendation for refusal could easily be reversed. 

Members felt the location was inappropriate and should not go ahead, and that the distance from the road of 
the proposal was a distraction and that Fort Brockhurst was not currently accessible, but supported the 
proposal. It was advised that the Fort was being prepared for reopening and accessibility. 

RESOLVED: That planning application 20/00302/ADVT be refused. 

20/00343/FULL – RETENTION OF INFILL PANEL AND FOOR TO SIDE AND INCREASE IN HEIGHT OF 
BOUDARY WALL TO 2.15M HIGH WITHIN REAR GARDEN 
27 DORRIEN ROAD GOSPORT PO12 4RA 

The Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer read out a deputation from Miss Matthias as follows. 

I moved to Dorrien Road 20 months ago.  I was so pleased to move to Gosport to an area which was quiet 
and parking was not an issue. At first the neighbours were pleasant and I could not have been happier. 
Unfortunately, things would soon change.

Firstly the wall:-
The 6ft wall built in the rear garden is not only unsightly (commented on by myself and my near neighbours), 
but it is restricting light into my property. I am frankly amazed that Mr French has found anyone as he claims, 
that praises his grey block wall.  I understand Mr Barnett visited my neighbours, but he did not consider the 
impact of the wall from my property. The wall is attached to my home right next to the windows of my main 
bathroom whereas the wall is much further from the property of my Mr and Mrs French. If the wall were to be 
built higher it would further restrict light.  The fact that Planning allows without permission, a wall to be built up 
to 2metres high suggests to me that they consider anything higher is unacceptable to most people in a 
residential situation without good reason.  I cannot see why the wall cannot simply be capped at the existing 
height and comply with the 2 metre rule.

Comments by Mr French about sun and trees do not take into account the presence of the dark grey wall 
visible from inside my property. My garden is smaller than 27 Dorrien Road and the wall is very overbearing in 
such a small space. Not only is the wall ugly, but I would also not be able to improve the appearance of the 
wall as could Mr and Mrs French. Further to this, surrounding fences to the left of my property are 5ft in high 
making this wall more imposing in the surrounding area. A comment made by Mr French that the house 5 
doors down may have a fence higher that 5 foot is petty. Mr French does not claim that this wall is higher than 
2 metres.  Mr and Mrs French have provided no reason as to why the wall needs to be higher.  

Mr French’s commented that the narrow wooden fence panel had been left by them to support cable.   I was 
obviously misled as to purpose of this narrow fence panel that remains attached to my house as I had 
assumed it was used to access my property at the side of my house.  I had mistakenly assumed this as Mr 
French removed the panel one day whilst I was at work and came into my garden and turned off my hot tub, 
which was witnessed and challenged my neighbour on the other side.

If permission to raise this wall is granted then I would ask that a proviso is included that the return which abuts 
my house is not raised in height as the return is built on my land.

Secondly, the infill panel:-
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With reference to the requirement for the fence to be 10-foot-high for security is negated by a 5ft fence at the 
front of the property. The rear of this infill panel is clearly visible from the pavement outside my property. Since 
moving in, I have not changed anything to the outside of my property. Regarding the boiler flue and gas 
regulations, I can only comment that it was inspected, and a safety certificate issued as a requirement prior to 
the sale of the property last year.  

Finally in summary:-
I understand that boundary disputes are not something that are considered during the appeal process. I have 
all the relevant legal documentation to show that a narrow strip of the land which was previously fenced in to 
my property belongs to 25 Dorrien Road. If you wish to see the relevant legal documentation, please let me 
know.  Mr and Mrs French have made no claim to this strip of land for the thirty plus years that the previous 
owner lived in this property so I do not know why they think that they have the right to do so now.  
Mr French’s photograph of the side of my house clearly shows the lack of respect he feels for my property as 
he has cable tied his water hose to my white plastic waste pipe.  Again, as an example, I have included for 
background information the air vent next to my living room gas fire which Mr and Mrs French persist in 
blocking. This air vent next to an open gas fire in a room which has no opening windows. When I used my fire 
I could smell gas.  Mr and Mrs French have been told by the Police not to block or obstruct my vent.

I understand the importance of impartiality. I believe from what I have read throughout Mr and Mrs French’s 
application this not the case. On the initial application Mr Barnett seemed to agree the planning permission 
prior to my application of objection. I am fully aware this is only a statement by the applicants and might only 
be what they wish to infer and not what Mr Barnett agreed.

Over the past 20 months I have been subject to a constant stream of harassment and intimidation by Mr and 
Mrs French.  They have even tried to utilise the auspices of the Council to further their control.  This behaviour 
continues to this day.  On arriving home on Sunday, I noticed Mr French stood on something looking over his 
new wall into my garden.  The Police have been involved on several occasions.  

I respectfully hope that you can acknowledge the nature and reasons why this planning application has been 
made by Mr and Mrs French and the consequences approving it will have.

The Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer read a deputation from the applicant as follows:

1) Infill: Not a boundary or front fence/ 35 to 40 ft. from footpath / is not obvious at 90 degree angle to 
direction of travel.
2) Boundary Line: Invalid objection the boundary line is indeed a straight line.  The objection failed to 
mention that the official Land Registry boundary line lies just south of our garage, continuing with the house 
wall of no. 25 as part of the boundary line.  Both registry plans clearly show a shed on no. 27 abutting the 
boundary line at the corner of no. 25's house wall, confirming that all property north of no.25's house wall 
belongs to no. 27.  Both the wall and 'infill' partition lay within our land and cannot be disputed.  It would be 
untenable to have moved the dog-leg fence back to the official boundary line after so many years and our rear 
garden is large enough for it not to be an issue.  Our plan was not an indication that the official boundary was 
other than a straight line, nor, as implied in the objection, an attempt to mislead. 

3) Boiler vent:  Invalid objection. Vent is unrestricted - panel 'ceiling' removed some time ago and the panel is 
sited 350mm from the vent, as would be required by gas regulations.  After Mr.Emmons' move, boiler usage 
increased and pluming across our property became a nuisance.  Unaware until a visit by a Gas Safe inspector 
last year, the vent position had apparently been fitted contrary to gas regulations.  Our request to Mr Emmons 
to re-site the vent before contract exchange had been ignored.  The current owner refuses to accept that her 
vent is on our property.  We don't understand "safety concerns" as an objection as the vent ejects "any 
gases" directly onto our property, not affecting next door.  The infill panel, built at our expense, to its current 
height (similar to 25's extension) was a compromise to try to minimise nuisance from the vent.

4) Security comments: Invalid objection.. The front fence does not negate the need for security at the rear.  
The storage area was still insecure, especially at night because anyone can access our rear garden via our 
side gate.  The infill panel, sturdily constructed by Mr. French, a qualified joiner, was fitted during April 
lockdown.  It's puzzling no complaint was made until months later.

5) Block wall objections: Not accepted.  Built in early July to its current height, Miss Mathias saw the 
construction.  The tradesmen asked if she was happy with the wall & she said she was.  No complaint was 
made of an "eyesore monstrosity" until our planning application to increase the wall to its proposed height.  An 
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extra full block would have taken the wall over 2 metres, meaning approx. 30 hard concrete blocks would 
need to be cut down to reach that height,. Neighbouring rear boundary fences vary in height up to 2 metres, 
one is possibly higher.  There is no evidence the wall darkens 25's garden.  Its large monkey puzzle tree is 
more likely to block light than our south-facing wall, which throws shadows onto our garden.  Tall trees next 
door darken our garage/workshop in summer & block the low winter sunlight from our dining room.  We just 
put the light on.

6) Blocking bathroom windows: Misinformation.  We believe bathrooms are not classed as liveable rooms.  
The fence (now wall), is a fair distance from the 2nd window which would receive light from the open, south 
side of next doors' garden.  The current wall is less than 2" higher than the fence & unlikely to have caused 
any reduction in light.  Increased height to 2.15 metres would be slightly higher than the first window ledge but 
would not obstruct this bathrooms' glass pane. The objection that our "application incorrectly states that the 
wall has been built within the property of no. 27", is negated as per 2) above.  Because the external pipe 
in question overhangs our property, the previous owner had to ask for our permission for it to do so and for it 
to pass through the fence dog-leg. The pipe is in the same position as before.

Restriction of access: Totally untrue.  Access via the narrow fence panel (14") into no.27 has never, in 33 
years, been possible, as this panel was fixed to the main fence by screws on this side.  Left 'in situ' 
because an electric cable was attached to the other side, it would have been petty for us to remove it, leaving 
the cable hanging.  Access can be gained via our side gate on a mutually agreed date, with 14 days’ notice, if 
maintenance to no. 25's side wall is required.  The previous owner never had problems gaining access for 
necessary repairs.  Our situation is similar because we require access into no. 25 to maintain our garage.

We are concerned that our neighbour of just over 18 months insists that part of our land is hers, without any 
validation, to try to substantiate her objections. We therefore feel that these objections, based on supposition 
and misinformation are invalid and we respectfully request that our application is approved. This whole 
situation has been extremely distressing to us, as both the current infill panel height and the increased wall 
height are an attempt to block the nuisance of the boiler vent and the mind-numbing drone of next doors' hot 
tub pump which is on 24/7 during spring/summer, invading the whole of our garden for the last two years.  The 
latter has seriously affected our mental and physical health.  Environmental Health insists that it is not a 
statutory nuisance.  Miss Mathias is well aware how seriously it has affected our health and wellbeing but 
refuses to switch the unit off, on the basis that "it's not a statutory nuisance".  She has also been aware of the 
nuisance caused by the pluming since she purchased the property, after renting it for a short while.  We 
cannot understand why our neighbour is objecting to our planning application which is a compromise to, 
hopefully, minimize these nuisances so we can, again, and enjoy our lives and our property

In answer to a Member’s question the Board were advised that the application was to consider an increase in 
the height of the wall, not for the wall that was already there and that the wall already there was of a permitted 
height. 

It was proposed and seconded that the application be deferred for a site visit as it was impossible to see the 
application proposal as it was located in the rear gardens of the property. 

If agreed, officers would look at a way to undertake the visit in a Covid secure way. 

RESOLVED: That planning application 20/00343/FULL be deferred for a site visit. 

20/00375/FULL - ERECTION OF TWO-STOREY SIDE EXTENSION AND SINGLE STOREY 
REAR EXTENSION 

23 Testcombe Road  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 2EL    
Consideration was given to a report of the Development Manager requesting consideration 
be given to the application. 
RESOLVED: That planning application 20/00375/Full be approved subject to the conditions 
in the report of the Development Manager.

32. ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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CHAIRMAN

Concluded at 9.50 pm
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GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL – REGULATORY BOARD 

13th January 2021

ITEMS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Copies of drawings and other supporting documents accompanying the planning applications 
referred to in this schedule are available to view online using Public Access 
(https://publicaccess.gosport.gov.uk/online-applications/) by searching using the relevant 
application number.

2. The number of objections and representations indicated in the schedule are correct at the time 
the recommendations were formulated.  Should any representations be made after this date, 
these will be notified to the Regulatory Board during the officer presentation.

3. Copies of all representations received from the public are available for inspection by Members 
in the same way as drawings and other supporting documents are available, referred to in Note 
1 above.

4. An index of planning applications within this schedule can be found overleaf, together with a 
summary of each recommendation.

Agenda Item 6

https://publicaccess.gosport.gov.uk/online-applications/
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INDEX
Item Page 

No
Appl. No. Address Recommendation

01. 3-10 20/00262/FULL 113 Whitworth Road  
Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 
3NL    

Refuse

02. 11-20 20/00429/FULL Forton Lake St Vincent 
College  Mill Lane  Gosport  
Hampshire  PO12 4QA  

Grant Permission
subject to Conditions

03. 21-22 20/00037/FULL 93 Wych Lane  Gosport  
Hampshire  PO13 0TA    

Grant Permission
subject to Conditions

04. 23-26 20/00385/FULL 13 Park Close  Gosport  
Hampshire  PO12 3EA    

Refuse
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ITEM NUMBER: 01.
APPLICATION NUMBER: 20/00262/FULL
APPLICANT: Baily Properties Limited  
DATE REGISTERED: 15.07.2020

CONVERSION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS TO FORM 10NO. HOUSES AND 8NO. FLATS 
WITH ASSOCIATED PARKING, REFUSE STORAGE AND LANDSCAPING (as amended 
by plans received 21.08.2020)
113 Whitworth Road  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 3NL    

The Site and the proposal

  1. The application site is located within the Urban Area, as defined by the Gosport Borough Local 
Plan, to the north of and immediately adjacent to the junction of Whitworth Road with Whitworth 
Close.

2. The application plot is currently occupied by a vacant employment premises (formally a builders' 
merchants) and flats. The western frontage to Whitworth Road comprises a two storey building with 
a hipped and pitched tiled roofed and light painted facade. The southern frontage to Whitworth Close 
comprises the side elevation of this building at the western end and then a two storey flat roof 
structure with flats at first floor level;, at the eastern end of this building is the access to the site. 
Within the site is a two storey, pitched roof structure, the northern elevation of which runs parallel to 
the rear elevations of the dwellings on the southern side of Lavinia Road. As such the predominantly 
two-storey terraced dwellings adjacent to the site are numbers 1 to 6  and 6 to 18 Lavinia Road to 
the north, numbers 2 to 14 Whitworth Close to the south, numbers 100 to 114, 105 and 107 
Whitworth Road to the west and number 7 Whitworth Close to the east,

3. This application seeks full planning permission for the conversion of the existing buildings on the 
site to ten houses and eight flats. Of the proposed houses, eight would be 2 bed dwellings and two 
1 bed dwellings while four of the proposed flats would be 1 bed properties and four would be 2 bed 
properties. Access would be taken using the existing access to Whitworth Close. Bin storage and 
landscaping would be located between the houses at the north of the site and the house and flats to 
the south. The materials to be used in the development would utilise existing brickwork, with fibre 
cement cladding of varied colours and the addition of uPVC windows and grey composite doors. The 
external alterations would comprise of the replacement of the existing doors and windows within the 
buildings and their replacement with more modern, uniform and domestic windows, this includes the 
insertion of windows within the southern elevation of the northernmost building at the application site 
and the removal of the existing loading bay doors.  The doors would be replaced with grey composite 
doors throughout the development and the cladding would be fitted to the buildings to provide a more 
uniform and cohesive appearance to the site.  Parking to the site would be accessed via the existing 
access to Whitworth Close, in a communal car parking area located adjacent to the eastern 
boundary.

4. The application is accompanied by a range of supporting documents including a Viability 
Appraisal, a Biodiversity Survey, a Ground Condition Survey, a Land Contamination Assessment, a 
Marketing Campaign Report and a Nitrogen Budget Calculation. Amended plans have been received 
on the 21 August 2020 that increased the level of parking within the proposal from 13 spaces to 20.

Relevant Planning History

Nil

Relevant Policies

Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011 – 2029:
LP1  Sustainable Development
LP2  Infrastructure
LP3  Spatial Strategy
LP10  Design
LP16  Employment Land
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LP23  Layout of Sites and Parking
LP24  Housing
LP39  Water Resources
LP42  International and Nationally Important Habitats
LP44  Protecting Species and Other Features of Nature Conservation Importance
LP45  Flood Risk and Coastal Erosion
LP46  Pollution Control
LP47  Contamination and Unstable Land

Supplementary Planning Documents:
Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 
2014
Gosport Borough Council Parking:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 2014
Solent Special Protection Areas Gosport Bird Disturbance Mitigation Protocol April 2018

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019

Consultations
 
 Natural England Objection, further information required with 

regard to measures to mitigate nitrogen 
pollution.

 
 Southern Water No objection.

 
 Crime Prevention & Design No response.

 
 Hampshire Fire And Rescue Service No objection

 
 HCC Education Office No comments on this application.

 
 Local Highway Authority No objection.

 
 Building Control No response received.

 
 Economic Prosperity No objection

 
 Environmental Health No objection, subject to conditions seeking 

intrusive land contamination surveys and 
details of measures to be undertaken if 
contamination is found.

 
 Housing Services Strategic Objection, should meet Local Plan Policy 

requirements with regard to provision of 
affordable housing.

 
 Streetscene Waste & Cleansing Objection Insufficient bin storage for both 

existing and proposed dwellings and 
minimum distance to point of collection for 
bins exceeded.

Response to Public Advertisement

27 letters of objection received.
Issues raised:
- insufficient parking is provided to serve the proposal.
- parking in the surrounding area is already difficult and additional demand will make it more so.
- additional on street parking will create difficulties for emergency vehicles accessing the area.
- Gosport is already overpopulated.
- parking during the construction phase will be chaos .
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- due to additional on street parking the proposal will lead to highway safety issues.
- the development may lead to overlooking of properties in Lavinia Road.
- no windows should be allowed in the northern elevation of the building backing on to Lavinia   

Road. 
- no thought has been given to the impact of the proposal upon others.

1 letter of observation received
Issues raised:
- Swift bricks should be used in the development.

Principal Issues

1. The main matters for consideration are whether the proposal is acceptable in principle, affordable 
housing provision, the impact of the proposal upon the local character in terms of its design, massing 
and scale, the impact of the proposal on the amenities of neighbours and the amenities of future 
occupiers, the impact of the proposal on highway safety and parking and the impact proposal upon 
protected habitats and species.

Principle of development

2.  The application site is a former builders' yard which is a Sui Generis use which is a use not defined 
within the Use Classes Order and as such is considered to be a 'stand-alone' use and falls outside 
Class B1-B8 employment uses.  As such, the proposal would not result in the loss of designated 
employment land and Local Plan Policy LP16 (Employment Land) is not considered to be of 
relevance to the assessment of this application. 

3. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out in Section 11: (Making effective use of 
land) that planning decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting the need for homes 
and other uses whilst safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe and healthy 
living conditions. Planning decisions should encourage multiple benefits from urban land, including 
mixed use schemes, give substantial weight to the value of using suitable Brownfield land within 
settlements for homes, support appropriate opportunities to remediate land, promote and support 
the development of under-utilised land and buildings especially if this would help to meet identified 
needs for housing where land supply is constrained and available sites could be used more 
effectively, and support opportunities to use the airspace above existing premises for new homes. 

4. Local Plan Policy LP1 (Sustainable Development) sets out that the Gosport Borough Local Plan 
2011-2029 (GBLP) takes a proactive approach in generally supporting the presumption in favour of 
development in accordance with the policies of the NPPF, subject to detailed local policy 
considerations which are set out below. 

5. The application site is previously developed land ('brownfield') within the Gosport urban area 
boundary. Policy LP3 of the GBLP permits a presumption of development as long as proposals 
accord with other national and local plan policies. As a brownfield site this site is prioritised for new 
development under point 3 of Policy LP3.
 
6. The application site is sustainably located in a well-established residential area of Gosport in close 
proximity to bus services and local facilities. The proposal would provide 18 new homes on a site of 
0.24 hectares, which equates to a built density of 133 dwellings per hectare, a very efficient use of 
land. The proposal would therefore clearly re-use urban land which is an approach that is particularly 
pertinent in the Borough where housing land supply is notably restricted partly due to the absence 
of any significant green field development options.  The proposal would also lead to the removal of 
the existing builders' yard use, a use that is out of keeping with the predominantly residential 
character in the area surrounding the site.  It is therefore considered that the proposal efficiently re-
uses urban land with a residential scheme and provides access to services without a likely reliance 
on private vehicular trips. Therefore, in principle, the proposal comprises sustainable development 
in line with Local Plan policies LP1 and LP24, and NPPF Paragraphs 117 and 118.

Housing mix
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7. Local Plan Policy LP24 (Housing) criterion 1 sets out that proposals for new housing development 
should include a mix of dwelling types, sizes and tenure to meet the needs of Gosport's current and 
future population. The proposed housing mix is for 6 one-bed and 12 two-bed dwellings. The latest 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) sets out that there is a need for both smaller (1/2 
bed dwellings) and larger (3/4+ dwellings) within the plan period. This proposal would therefore only 
provide smaller dwellings.  However, given that the proposed ranges of housing mix are set out only 
in the supporting text of the Policy LP24 rather than the policy itself, and taking into account the 
nature of the site, the mix of residential typologies (houses and flats) and the surrounding existing 
high-density housing, it is considered that the proposed housing mix is acceptable in principle. The 
proposed housing typology is a mix of flats and houses. It is considered that this is acceptable within 
the context of an area characterised by traditional terraced houses.
 
Affordable Housing

8. Local Plan Policy LP24 (Housing) criterion 2 sets out that: 
"On development sites proposing 10 dwellings or more the Council will seek to secure 40% of the 
dwellings to be provided as affordable housing. Where it can be clearly demonstrated that the 
provision of 40% affordable housing is not economically viable the Council will seek to negotiate a 
percentage of affordable housing as close as possible to the target level having regard to a site 
specific economic viability assessment. The mix of affordable housing tenures provided by a 
development should reflect the latest evidence of need."

9. The application has not proposed any affordable housing and hence all 18 units would be market 
dwellings. In line with Policy LP24 the Borough would expect 40% (seven) of the dwellings to be 
affordable units. The applicant has provided a Viability Appraisal (VA) (Vail Williams, June 2020). 
The VA has been reviewed by the Council's specialist consultant in order to determine whether the 
site can provide a viable policy compliant level of affordable housing or a lower level whilst retaining 
financial viability.  The report of the Council's specialist consultant concludes that the assumptions 
and costs set out in the VA are reasonable and that the scheme is not able to make either Affordable 
Housing provision or a contribution towards Affordable Housing off site whilst retaining financial 
viability.  As such it is considered that it is not reasonable to seek such provision or contributions and 
that the application is in accordance with Local Plan Policy LP24 and is acceptable in this regard.

Flood Risk and Water Management

10. The application site lies within Flood Zone 1 and therefore is not considered at risk from fluvial 
flooding. The Environment Agency website confirms that the site is at low risk of surface water 
flooding as such the applicant is not required to submit a Flood Risk Appraisal and it is considered 
that the proposal is in accordance with Local Plan Policy LP45 and is acceptable in this regard.

11. Local plan Policy LP39 (Water Resources) sets out a number of measures that seek to manage 
the consumption of water resources. Criterion 2 requires new development to meet the water 
efficiency standard of 110 litres per person per day (including external water use). If all other respects 
this application were considered to be acceptable it would be both reasonable and necessary to 
impose a condition that required the submission of details of how the proposed development would 
meet the requirements of Policy LP39 and that such measures, once approved are implemented 
prior to the occupation of the dwellings.  As such it is considered that the proposal would be in 
accordance with Policy LP39 and is acceptable in this regard.

Amenity and design

12. The proposed development would utilise existing structures on site and would lead to changes 
to the fenestration and external finishes of the buildings.  Given the predominance of residential uses 
in the surrounding area, the domestication of the fenestration to the existing buildings is considered 
not to be out of character with the surrounding built form or of detriment to the visual amenities of 
the street scene.  The proposed development would be clad with fibre cement cladding of varied 
colours with the addition of uPVC windows and grey composite doors.  Such materials are 
considered to be appropriate in a residential context and would deliver an aesthetic enhancement of 
the existing somewhat rundown and utilitarian buildings.  Control of the materials and colours to be 
used could reasonably be achieved through an appropriately worded condition were all other matters 
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with regard to the application considered to be acceptable.  The proposal is therefore considered to 
comply with Policy LP10 and to be acceptable in this regard. 

13. Policy LP10 (Design) of the Local Plan sets out the Council's overall approach to securing high 
quality design not only in terms of built form but also through achieving a high quality, accessible 
environment that is well integrated with existing patterns of development. The Council's Design SPD 
is linked to Policy LP10 and provides guidance on the Council's expectations and aspirations for 
development design. Criterion k of the Policy sets out that proposals in the urban area will be 
permitted provided that it does not cause harm by reason of (i) loss of light, (ii) noise, light pollution, 
vibration, smell or air pollution; and (iii) other adverse impacts.
 
14. Policy LP40 (Waste and Material Resources) of the Local Plan sets out the importance the 
Borough Council places on ensuring suitable provision is made for waste and recycling storage in 
new developments. Well-designed storage helps facilitate waste collection, increases recycling rates 
and improves the appearance and character of the neighbourhood. 

15. The Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 
(February 2014) sets out detailed guidance on accessibility, context, external spaces, residential 
amenity, access and parking and services, architecture and internal spaces. The proposed 
development re-uses the existing buildings on the site. This is considered to be a sustainable form 
of development, as set out in the supporting Planning, Design and Access Statement (PDAS).
 
16. The proposal would form a broad courtyard with dwellings around an area of semi-private space, 
vehicular parking and several outbuildings to provide bin storage and cycle storage. With the use of 
appropriate materials and landscaping the proposed semi-private space has potential to provide a 
high quality space and, were all matters with the application considered to be acceptable, conditions 
could reasonably be imposed to secure this. 

17. The proposed flats an dwelling are laid out such there is no unacceptable conflict between quiet 
spaces within each property, such as bedrooms, and potentially noisier rooms such as living rooms, 
and kitchens in neighbouring flats. As such it is considered that future residents would not be subject 
to unacceptable noise impacts from neighbours.  

18. As the proposal utilises the existing buildings at the site with changes only to their fenestration 
and external finishes it is considered that the proposal would not lead to loss of light or overbearing 
impacts to the detriments of neighbours.  

19. The proposed dwellings aligned along the northern boundary of the site would not feature any 
fenestration to their northern (rear) elevations, which face towards the rear elevations of dwellings 
on Lavinia Road.  As such it is considered that these properties would not lead to overlooking impacts 
to the detriment of the amenities of the occupiers of Lavinia Road.  In order to secure this situation, 
were all other matters with the application acceptable it would be reasonable to impose a condition 
removing permitted development rights with regard to the insertion of windows into the northern 
elevations of these dwellings.

20. The dwellings proposed to the southern boundary of the site would address the auto repair 
business to the other side of Whitworth Close and the front elevations of numbers 2, 4 and 6 
Whitworth Close The frontages of the dwellings in Whitworth Close are observable from within the 
public realm and it is considered that the proposed dwellings would not have a detrimental impact 
upon the amenities of the occupiers of number 2, 4 or 6 Whitworth Close.  Indeed it is noted that the 
face to face relationship of the proposed and existing dwellings closely replicates that found between 
dwellings further into Whitworth Close and more generally within the wider area.  The same is 
considered to be the case when the relationship of the proposed dwellings fronting Whitworth Road 
and the existing dwellings to the opposite side of Whitworth Road are considered.  As such it is 
considered that the proposed development would not lead to undue overlooking to the detriment of 
the residential amenities of neighbours. The existing builders' yard use is associated with high rates 
of traffic movements, and has potential for detrimental impacts upon the amenities of neighbours in 
terms of noise and disturbance.  The proposal would lead to the removal of this use, which is 
considered to be a benefit of the development.
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21. Concern is raised with regard to the impact of the proposed development's construction phase 
upon parking in the area surrounding the site.  Were all matters with regard to the applications 
considered to be acceptable a condition requiring the submission of a Construction and 
Environmental Management Plan that would detail matters, including where operatives vehicles are 
to be parked, could be imposed.  As such the proposal is considered to be in accordance with 
Policies LP10 and LP23 of the Local Plan in this regard.

22. The proposed dwellings to the north and south of the site address one another across a semi 
private open space at a separation distance of approximately 14.5 metres. This separation  distance 
is typical of those found between dwelling frontages within Whitworth Road, Whitworth Close and 
elsewhere in the immediate environs of the site and is considered to be sufficient to prevent undue 
overlooking between the proposed dwellings. The proposal is therefore considered to be in 
accordance with Policy LP10 of the Local Plan and is acceptable in this regard.

Land Contamination

23. The Environmental Health Officer has reviewed this application and the Land Contamination 
Assessment that supported it.  It is considered that conditions requiring intrusive surveys and 
investigations into the site are required and should contaminants be discovered that details of the 
remediation measures to be undertaken should be approved prior to the commencement of 
development on site.  Were all other matters considered to be acceptable such conditions would be 
both reasonable and necessary and could be imposed.  As such it is considered that the proposal 
accords with Policy LP47 of the Local Plan and is acceptable in this regard.

Highways, parking and refuse storage / collection

24. Amended plans have increased the level of parking provision to serve the proposed development 
from 13 spaces as originally proposed to 20 spaces.  The proposed development comprises of 18 
dwellings, six of which are 1 bed units and 12 are 2 bed units.  The Design and Access statement 
states that spaces would not be allocated to individual dwellings.  As such the minimum level of 
parking required to serve the development as set out in the Parking SPD is 24 spaces (6 x 1 bed = 
5 spaces, 12 x 2 bed = 15 spaces and 4 visitor spaces).  

25. Therefore the proposal has an under provision of parking of 4 spaces.  The letters of objection 
received make it clear that that there is concern amongst the residents of the area that parking 
provision is an existing issue that would be exacerbated by development that was not able to 
accommodate its own parking demands and would add to existing pressure for on street parking.  It 
is considered that the application proposal would represent just such a form of development, adding 
to pressure for on street parking leading to additional inconvenience for neighbouring residents and 
also having a detrimental impact upon highway safety in the surrounding highway network . It is 
acknowledged that the existing use as a builders' yard would have vehicle movements and parking 
associated with it.  However the impact of these would be concentrated during working hours at 
times when demand for parking within the surrounding residential streets would be lower. The 
proposed residential use would generate parking demand at times that would align directly with the 
periods of peak demand within the surrounding area, namely in the evenings and overnight.  As such 
it is considered that the proposal would have a more direct impact upon the amenity of those living 
in the immediate area surrounding the application site than the current authorized use.

26. This impact is further exacerbated as the proposed parking layout within the site is also not 
compliant with the minimum dimensions for parking spaces of 2.5 metres x 4.8 metres and required 
features such as widened spaces  adjacent to boundaries  and space for the initiating of turns at the 
ends of isles are also absent from the proposals.  Therefore, while 20 parking spaces are shown 
within the plans submitted none of these are of suitable dimensions or in accordance with the 
standards set out within the Parking SPD.  As such it is considered that the proposal fails to make 
adequate provision for the parking of vehicles within the site and would lead to pressure for parking 
on street in the surrounding area to the detriment of the amenity of neighbours and highway safety. 
Furthermore the applicant has not provided any information or sought to make any justification for 
the level of parking provided. Therefore the proposal does not comply with Policy LP23 of the Local 
Plan in this regard and is considered to be unacceptable in this regard.
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27. It is also noted that the proposed development does not make adequate provision for the parking 
of bicycles and that the parking provided requires vertical storage of the bicycles which makes 
access to the cycles by those with restricted mobility difficult.  In terms of the quantum of cycle 
parking provision required the development should make provision for the parking of 48 bicycles 
(including 18 visitor spaces) whereas the proposal would provide 18 spaces in total.  It is considered 
that adequate space exists within the site to allow for the provision of cycle parking that would meet 
the adopted standards and, were other matters with regard to the application considered to be 
acceptable a condition could be imposed to secure provision of such spaces prior to occupation of 
the development.

28. The capacity of the bin storage proposed is sufficient to accommodate the bins for the proposed 
development.  However, both bin stores are located within the site such that the distance that bins 
would need to be transported on collection days exceeds the maximum distance of 30 metres set 
out in the Design Guidance SPD and that this would be of detriment to the amenities of the future 
occupiers of the proposed development. It is also noted that no bin collection points are provided 
within the proposal and that therefore bins left out for collection would be likely to be left en masse 
on the highway and would be likely to form a significant obstruction.  As such it is considered that 
the proposal fails to accord with Policy LP10 in this regard and as such is unacceptable 

Biodiversity and nature conservation

29. The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 [as amended] and the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981 place duties on the Council to ensure that the proposed development would 
not have a significant effect on the interest features for which Portsmouth Harbour, the Solent and 
Southampton Water are designated as Special Protection Areas, or otherwise affect protected 
habitats or species. Policy LP42 in Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 sets out how the Council 
will ensure that the European designated nature conservation sites along the Solent coast will 
continue to be protected.

30. The proposal will introduce an additional 18 dwellings which is likely to result in increased 
recreational activity on the coast and a consequential impact on the protected species for which the 
Portsmouth Harbour SPA, the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and the Chichester and 
Langstone Harbours SPA are designated. The Gosport Bird Disturbance Mitigation Protocol sets out 
how the significant affect which this scheme would otherwise cause, could be overcome. While the 
applicant has provided calculations for the Nitrate impacts of the proposal no mechanism has been 
proposed to secure appropriate mitigation in accordance with the Protocol. Without mitigation the 
proposal is unacceptable and would have an unacceptable impact on protected species contrary to 
Policy LP42. 

31. Natural England have raised concerns that new dwellings are causing increased levels of 
nitrogen and phosphorus input to the water environment in the Solent with evidence that these 
nutrients are causing eutrophication at European and internationally designated habitat sites and 
additional mitigation measures will be required to offset any increases in nitrogen discharges that 
would result from the proposals. Natural England advise that proposals for new residential 
development should achieve nitrogen neutrality to avoid harm to these sites. In the absence of 
supporting information from the applicant in an ecological appraisal to demonstrate the development 
would be nitrogen neutral or would provide suitable mitigation, the development is unacceptable and 
would cause harm to European and internationally designated protected sites. The proposal would 
be contrary to Policy LP42 of the Local Plan.

Equalities Impact Assessment: No Implications

RECOMMENDATION:  Refuse

For the following reason(s):-

 1.  The proposal does not demonstrate that sufficient parking can be provided at the site in order to 
serve the proposed development, or that the parking provision that has been made can be utilised 
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without leading to a detrimental impact upon highway safety and the convenience of other highway 
users.  As such the proposal is contrary to Policy LP23 of the Gosport Local Plan 2011-2029 and to 
the standards set out in the Parking SPD.

 2.  The proposal does not demonstrate that sufficient and appropriate facilities for the storage of 
refuse and recyclable materials can be accommodated at the site. As such the proposal fails to 
comply with Policies LP10 and LP23 of the Gosport Local Plan 2011-2029.

 3.  The proposal fails to demonstrate the development would be nitrogen neutral and/or would 
provide mitigation to off-set any increased nutrient discharge associated with the proposal and would 
therefore cause unacceptable harm to European and Internationally designated habitat sites which 
would be detrimental to the protected and other species for which these areas are designated. The 
proposal is therefore contrary to Policies LP42 and LP44 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-
2029, the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and The Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017.

 4.  The proposal does not make adequate provision to mitigate against the harmful impacts of 
recreational disturbance on the Portsmouth Harbour SPA, the Solent and Southampton Water SPA 
and the Chichester and Langstone Harbours SPA sites to the detriment of the protected and other 
species for which these areas are designated, contrary to Policy LP42 of the Gosport Borough Local 
Plan 2011 - 2029, the Solent Special Protection Areas Gosport Bird Disturbance Mitigation Protocol 
2016 and the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations (as amended).
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ITEM NUMBER: 02.
APPLICATION NUMBER: 20/00429/FULL
APPLICANT: Gosport Borough Council
DATE REGISTERED: 29.10.2020

FLOOD AND COASTAL EROSION RISK MANAGEMENT SCHEME COMPRISING - A NEW 
SETBACK L-SHAPED FLOOD WALL, MAINTENANCE REPAIRS TO THE EXISTING SEA 
WALL, ROAD RAISING, INSTALLATION OF A REMOVABLE FLOOD GATE (STOP 
LOGS), ASSOCIATED DRAINAGE AND LANDSCAPING, PLUS ECOLOGICAL 
ENHANCEMENTS IN THE FORM OF BEE BRICKS, VERTIPOOLS AND NATIVE 
PLANTING (as amplified by e-mail dated 14.12.20)
Forton Lake St Vincent College  Mill Lane  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 4QA  

The Site and the proposal

1. The site is located on the east side of Mill Lane, comprising part of the existing St Vincent College 
campus.  Parts of the site are within Flood Zone 3 and Forton Lake forms an inlet that is part of the 
Portsmouth Harbour, designated as a Special Protection Area (SPA), Ramsar and Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI).  The application site encompasses the western end of Forton Lake, where 
the existing sea wall is located, and parts of the College grounds. The application site boundary 
extends from the roadway at the northern end of the Lake to the parking area, beyond the roadway 
at the southern end of the Lake.  There is a difference in levels across the site with that at the 
northern end and southeast corner being higher than the remainder of the site. The sea wall itself is 
the same height as the adjacent land level and is of stone construction. There are existing verges, 
roadways and trees within the boundary of the site, which also includes an area of playground, 
associated with the St Vincent Early Years Centre, and some parking areas.  

2. The college itself has an existing boundary wall that extends along the boundary with Mill Lane 
and is approximately 1.7m high.  Within this are four existing gated vehicular entrance/exit points, 
the most northerly is currently unused secured with timber gates.  The area directly surrounding the 
site comprises existing, predominantly red brick buildings, which are mainly in education use, 
although the Gosport Shed uses a building towards the northern end of the College site. Close to 
the entrance and adjacent to the application site boundary are two education buildings, one of which 
was a former Children's Centre, the other being a portable building.  The College includes numerous 
Statutory and Locally Listed Buildings. The closest Listed Building is the 'Function Rooms' situated 
adjacent to the southeast boundary of the site, which is Grade II. The other Statutory and Locally 
Listed Buildings are primarily located to the north and west of the site, and away from the application 
boundary. 

3. Outside of the site are existing residential properties. The closest of these are situated on the 
opposite side of Mill Lane, some 40m from the application site boundary, and beyond the existing 
brick walls. Further residential properties are located beyond the College buildings at the north of 
the site, in excess of 55m from the application boundary. The wider college establishment surrounds 
the application site and the Forton Lake extends eastwards.

4. The proposals are for the installation of a new sea wall on the landward side of the existing sea 
wall. As part of these works it is also proposed to undertake some land level changes, repairs to the 
existing sea wall, environmental and ecological improvement works, new boundary treatment and 
removable flood gates (stop logs).  All works are proposed to achieve a height of +3.7m Above 
Ordnance Datum (AOD) and the applicant indicates that it will protect up to 232 properties and a 
number of other assets from tidal flooding. The seawall would be an 'L' shape, however only part of 
the vertical element would be visible above ground with the remainder of the works below ground 
level.

5. At the northern end of the site, the proposals include kerb amendments and an increase in the 
road level by 0.5m above the existing grass verge, with a concrete faced wall and a 0.9m high timber 
rail fence above.  The next section, to the south, would relate to the construction of the sea wall itself 
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which varies in height due to the existing land levels. At its highest, the wall would be 1.2m including 
the 0.2m coping. The external face (fronting Forton Lake) would be a concrete finish whilst the 
internal face (fronting the College buildings) would be faced with a red brick.  At its closest point, the 
wall would be approximately 2m away from the boundary with Forton Lake and the existing sea wall.

6. At the southern end of the wall, at the existing table top ramp with the roadway, it is proposed to 
construct the stop log system. The stop logs are a temporary solution to form a barrier across the 
roadway and are moveable horizontal beams that are installed in vertical groves, which are on either 
side of the roadway.  A storage box is proposed adjacent to the area for these to be stored. The 
existing brick boundary wall along the southern edge of the roadway and adjacent to the closest 
Listed Building would be retained and made good. Adjacent to the Listed Building and on the east 
and south side of the St Vincent Early Years Centre, it is proposed to construct a brick wall at a 
height of 1.1m, which links up with the existing boundary fencing and walls.  At the gated entrance 
to the secure parking area, at the southern end of the site, it is also proposed to raise the land levels 
by approximately 0.3m. 

7. An assessment of the trees has been undertaken with the majority classified as U, or C which 
means they are of low quality.  One tree close to the works is Category B and the applicant indicates 
that this would be protected during the construction works. The proposals would result in the need 
for the removal of two trees (T1 and T11), however, the report recommends the removal of a total of 
four trees given their health and condition, with the other two trees suggested for removal falling 
outside of the application site. Other works to the trees on the site are proposed including the removal 
of dead wood. Two replacement trees would be planted to replace those directly lost as a result of 
the proposed works. 

8. As part of the works it is also proposed to undertake some environmental improvements.  The 
applicant acknowledges that due to the size of the site these are more limited but could include 
wildflower meadow, bee bricks/posts which include various holes within them to provide suitable bee 
habitat, vertipools which are essentially basins attached to the existing sea wall that fill with water as 
the tide goes out providing alternative habitat, and clearing debris on the foreshore.

Relevant Planning History

Nil

Relevant Policies

Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011 – 2029:
LP1  Sustainable Development
LP3  Spatial Strategy
LP10  Design
LP11  Designated Heritage Assets including Listed Buildings, Scheduled Ancient Monuments 
and Registered Historic Parks & Gardens
LP40  Waste and Material Resources
LP42  International and Nationally Important Habitats
LP44  Protecting Species and Other Features of Nature Conservation Importance
LP45  Flood Risk and Coastal Erosion
LP46  Pollution Control
LP47  Contamination and Unstable Land

Supplementary Planning Documents:
Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 
2014

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019

Particular obligations fall upon the Local Planning Authority in determining any application which 
might affect a listed building or its setting or a Conservation Area. Section 66 of The Listed 
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Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990 (as amended) places a duty on the authority to have 
"special regard to the desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting or any features of 
special architectural or historic interest which it possesses".

Consultations
 
 DEFRA (MMA) Works activities taking place below the Mean 

High Water mark may require a marine 
licence in accordance with the Marine and 
Coastal Access Act (MCAA) 2009.

Such activities include the construction, 
alteration or improvement of any works, 
dredging, or a deposit or removal of a 
substance or object below the mean high 
water springs mark or in any tidal river to the 
extent of the tidal influence.

 
 Crown Estate Office No response received.

 
 Local Highway Authority No objection.  A licence will be required from 

HCC as Local Highway Authority, for any 
footway or highway works, closures and 
diversions that may be required to safely 
facilitate the construction works.

 
 Hampshire Fire And Rescue Service No objection. Access to the proposed site 

should be in accordance with Hampshire Act 
1983 Sect, 12.

 
 Environmental Health No objection. The application is 

accompanied by a Ground Investigation 
Interpretative Technical Note (November 
2019) which provides a comprehensive 
assessment of the proposed works, and 
encompasses a detailed conceptual site 
model. 

Works should be carried out in accordance 
with section 7 Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the GI Interpretative 
Technical Note - 12/11/19, and the 
recommendations within the Outline 
Construction Environmental Management 
Plan. An unexpected contamination condition 
should also be included.

 
 Natural England No Objection - subject to mitigation.

Natural England have been involved in the 
development of this scheme and our 
previous advice is detailed in the appendices 
of the Information for Habitats Regulation 
Assessment document (October 2020).

Without mitigation it is possible that the plan 
could cause impact to the Integrity of the 
Portsmouth Harbour SPA / Ramsar site. In 
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order to mitigate adverse effects and make 
the development acceptable, the applicants 
have produced a Construction Environment 
Management Plan. Section 6.3 of the 
Information for Habitats Regulation 
Assessment sets out the necessary 
mitigation measures to ensure there is no 
impact to the SPA.

We advise that an appropriate planning 
condition or obligation is attached to any 
planning permission to secure these 
measures. Natural England agree with the 
conclusion of the Information for Habitats 
Regulation Assessment.

 
 Environment Agency (Hants & IOW) No objection.  Provide the following advice to 

the applicant:

- From a water quality perspective, we agree 
with the Applicant's conclusion that the 
works are unlikely to affect WFD compliance. 

- The Environmental Permitting (England and 
Wales) Regulations 2016 requires a permit 
(called a 'Flood Risk Activity Permit') to be 
obtained in particular circumstances which 
may be relevant in this instance.

 
 Hampshire & Isle Of Wight Wildlife Trust No response received.

 
 Royal Society For The Protection Of Birds No response received.

 
 HCC Planning No objection.

 
 HCC Ecology No objection. Recommend that all ecological 

mitigation, compensation and enhancement 
measures are secured through condition. 
The final version of the CEMP should also be 
secured by planning condition.

 
 Streetscene Parks & Horticulture No objection. The survey provided by 

Gristwood & Toms is accurate and provides 
sufficient evidence to support the removal of 
those trees identified for removal with 
appropriate recommendations for 
replacement planting to mitigate their loss

 
 Queen's Harbour Master No response received.

 
 HCC Landscape Planning & Heritage No objection. Based on the statement that 

the works are not intended to exceed the 
depth of existing reclaimed/made ground I 
would not raise any archaeological issues.

Response to Public Advertisement
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Nil

Principal Issues

1. The main issues are whether the principle of development and providing flood protection in this 
location is acceptable, whether it would have a detrimental impact on the character and appearance 
of the area, would preserve the setting of the adjacent Listed Buildings, would impact on any 
adjoining occupiers, whether there would be a likely significant impact on notable and protected 
species and whether there be an impact on trees. 

Principle of the development and Flood Risk        

2. Managing flood risk is an important issue in protecting existing communities and businesses and 
planning for new development. In addition to planning for the protection from flooding in the present 
day there is also the need to take into account the effects of climate change. The Borough's coastline 
forms part of the North Solent Shoreline Management Plan (adopted in 2010). The high level 
strategic policy approach for Gosport's coastline is 'Hold The Line' and where necessary to enhance 
protection through a range of flood mitigation measures including measures such as physical hard 
defences.  

3. Construction of a new flood and coastal erosion scheme is supported by both national and local 
planning policies. The NPPF highlights the importance of minimising vulnerability, considering the 
long-term implications of flood risk, and mitigating and adapting to climate change. It supports 
increasing the future resilience of communities and infrastructure, including ensuring provision is 
made for space for physical protection measures. The proposed level of protection would be +3.7m 
AOD and the applicant has confirmed that a substantial number of properties, including heritage 
assets would be protected as a result of these works, with a 50 year design life.

4. The proposal represents a key piece of infrastructure required to support the wider economic 
growth and development of the Borough, and to protect existing and future residents and businesses 
from losses associated with flooding. Those properties are primarily directly to the west and 
southwest of the works extending to St Lukes Road but also including Statutory and Locally Listed 
buildings within the College itself, Forton Recreation ground and the Crossways junction with Forton 
Road (A32). It would contribute to protecting both the natural and historic environment. The works 
involve retaining the existing defence and building behind it, to enhance the level of flood protection, 
thereby 'holding the line'. The proposed coastal defences are, therefore, considered to be acceptable 
in principle, in accordance with the NPPF and Policies LP1, LP2 and LP45 of the Gosport Borough 
Local Plan 2011-2029, in particular.

Character and Appearance of the area and Heritage

5. Ground levels will be maintained along the majority of the site, with the exception of the increased 
height towards the northern side of Forton Lake and for the table tops. Whilst relatively open in 
appearance with buildings around the perimeter, there is already a notable levels change to the north 
where the land is higher.  A large number of boundary treatments are visible within the locality, which 
are primarily brick to match the existing buildings.  Given the proposed height of the wall and other 
features the otherwise more open appearance of the area would be largely maintained and this 
introduction of the proposed development would not be harmful to its appearance. 

6. The majority of the works are located some distance from the nearby Listed Buildings. The 
proposed works are at a relatively low level and there are a wide variety of boundary treatments 
within the St Vincent College site. The proposals have included an infill panel on the landward face 
of the wall which would be finished with brick. This brick face would provide an important link to the 
historic buildings and walls that make up a large part of the character of the surroundings and details 
of this would be secured by planning condition. 

7. The closest building to the works is the Grade II 'Function Rooms'. The works adjacent to this 
Listed Building comprise the construction of a 1.1m high brick wall situated between it and the rear 
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of the YMCA Children's Nursery.  This wall forms an important part of the flood defence works and 
given its height, replicating that of the existing adjacent wall, would not have a harmful impact on the 
setting of the adjacent Listed Building. 

8. There is potential for archaeology on the site, notably in connection with the former Mill.  The 
County Archaeologist has assessed the proposals and confirmed that no further assessment is 
required in this instance. Overall the proposals are acceptable in heritage terms, and would be an 
appropriate addition to the area, would not harm the setting of the Listed Buildings, or impact on 
other heritage assets, in accordance with Policies LP10 and LP11 of the Gosport Borough Local 
Plan.

Amenity of adjacent occupiers

9. The closest properties to the proposed works are a substantial distance away and given these 
works are for a low level wall and associated works, there would be no impacts in terms of loss of 
light, outlook, or privacy. Access to the wider St Vincent site would be retained on completion of the 
works except during a significant tidal event.  There is the potential for disturbance during the 
construction phase, however, this will be for a relatively short period of time.  Given the nature of the 
works, it is accepted that there may be a need for anti-social hours on occasions to take account of 
the tides, however, this is likely to be more limited.  The application is accompanied by a draft 
Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP), which sets out how some of these 
construction issues will be managed, particularly in respect of the impacts on the Harbour.  Subject 
to a condition requiring the approval of the final CEMP, and a Construction Transport Management 
Plan, which will cover the other construction impacts, the proposals would not cause an 
unacceptable degree of harm and would accord with Policies LP10 and LP46 of the GBLP.

Ecology and trees

10. Given the sites proximity to Portmsouth Harbour, there is potential for negative impacts on the 
SPA, Ramsar and SSSI.  However, the majority of the works are on the landward side of the existing 
sea defences and would not directly affect the Harbour. The application is accompanied by a 
document providing information for a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA).  The document 
confirms that where potentially significant adverse effects were identified for the Portsmouth Harbour 
SPA and Ramsar site, appropriate mitigation measures have been proposed to ensure the protection 
of the European site features. The details within the draft CEMP, noted above, would also include 
measures to protect the ecological interest during the construction phase.  A number of conditions 
are recommended within the HRA, to deal with the ecological interests and to provide environmental 
and ecological enhancement/improvements and these are considered appropriate and necessary.  
Subject to these conditions, there are unlikely to be any significant long-term adverse effects on 
SPA/Ramsar birds, either from the proposals, or as part of cumulative impacts with other plans and 
projects. The proposals would therefore, comply with Policies LP41, LP42 and LP44 of the Gosport 
Borough Local Plan.
  
11. As noted above the proposals do require the removal of trees and the application is accompanied 
by a tree assessment.  The two trees to be removed as a result of the proposed works are classified 
as low quality and would not be worthy of protection.  The supporting documents confirm that these 
will be replaced with suitable species nearby, however, full details of these have not been provided.  
Further details of the tree planting would be secured by planning condition. Similarly there is a 
requirement to protect the Category B tree during the works, as set out in the accompanying report 
which would also be secured by planning condition. The proposals are in accordance with Policy 
LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

Equalities Impact Assessment: No Implications

RECOMMENDATION:  Grant Permission
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Subject to the following condition(s):-

 1.  The development hereby permitted must be begun within a period of three years beginning with 
the date on which this permission is granted.
Reason - To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1990 (as amended).

 2.  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved 
plans:

1001 Rev P03 - Location drawing (received 29.10.20)
1002 Rev P04 - Site Boundary/Location Plan (showing seasonal restrictions) (received 29.10.20)
1003 Rev P03 - Access and Compound Plan (received 29.10.20)
1004 Rev P03 - General Arrangement (received 29.10.20)
1005 Rev P03 - Chainage Plan (received 29.10.20)
1006 Rev P03 - Site Clearance (received 29.10.20)
1010 Rev P03 - Services (received 29.10.20)
1021 Rev P03 - General Arrangement: Area of Interest 1 of 3 (received 29.10.20)
1022 Rev P03 - General Arrangement: Area of interest 2 of 3 (received 29.10.20)
1023 Rev P03 - General Arrangement: Area of Interest 3 of 3 (received 29.10.20)
1100 Rev P03 - Cross Section (1 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1101 Rev P03 - Cross Section (2 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1102 Rev P03 - Cross Section (3 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1103 Rev P03 - Cross Section (4 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1104 Rev P03 - Cross Section (5 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1105 Rev P03 - Cross Section (6 of 6) (received 29.10.20)
1200 Rev P03 - Elevations (1 of 2) (received 29.10.20)
1201 Rev P03 - Elevations (2 of 2) (received 29.10.20)
1300 Rev P03 - Joint and Dowel Detail (received 29.10.20)
1310 Rev P03 - Road and Kerb Detail (received 29.10.20)
1320 Rev P03 - Drainage (received 29.10.20)
1330 Rev P03 - Utility and Diversions (received 29.10.20)
1400 Rev P03 - Floodgate (stop logs) drawing (received 29.10.20)
1500 Rev P03 - Reinforcements (received 29.10.20)
Ecological Impact Assessment dated October 2020 Ref. LDW41880
Forton Scheme - GI Interpretative Technical Note Ref. 405363-MMD-FT-XX-TN-GE-0002
Arboricultural Impact Assessment prepared by Gristwood and Toms
Water Framework Directive Compliance Assessment dated October 2020
Information for Habitats Regulations Assessment dated October 2020 Ref. LDW41880

 3.  a) Development shall not commence until the tree protection measures set out in Arboricultural 
Impact Assessment (Gristwood and Toms Ltd) have been provided.
b) The tree protection measures shall be retained until the development is substantially complete, or 
its removal is agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - To ensure the important trees on the site are safeguarded and protected during 
development in accordance with Policies LP10 and LP41 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan, 2011-
2029.

 4.  a) Notwithstanding the submitted details, development shall not commence until a Construction 
Environment Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved, in writing, by the 
Local Planning Authority. The CEMP shall include details of all measures designed to protect on-site 
and off-site ecological features and should clearly identify roles and responsibilities for implementing 
the approved strategy.
b) The development shall, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, be 
carried out in accordance with the approved CEMP.
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Reason - To conserve and enhance biodiversity in accordance with the Conservation Regulations 
2010, the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981, the NERC Act 2006, NPPF and with Policies LP42 and 
LP44 of the of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

 5.  a) Development shall not commence until a Construction and Traffic Management Plan, to 
include (but not be limited to) details of a method statement for control of dust and emissions from 
construction and demolition, an assessment and method statement for the control of construction 
noise for the site specifying predicted noise levels, proposed target criteria, mitigation measures and 
monitoring protocols, the timing of deliveries, the provision to be made on site for contractor's 
parking, construction compounds and security fences (including height and siting), site office 
facilities, construction traffic access, the turning and loading/off-loading of delivery vehicles within 
the confines of the site, wheel wash facilities, hours of work,  and a programme of works, has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
b) The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved Construction and Traffic 
Management Plan for as long as construction is taking place at the site.
Reason - In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the surrounding highway network 
and to comply with Policies LP23 and LP46 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan, 2011-2029.

 6.  a) Development shall not commence until a contaminated land method statement and materials 
management plan to include details of where soils will be stored, tested and transferred, and the 
approach to be used; when soils excavated do not meet re-use criteria; a strategy for dealing with 
any unexpected contamination encountered during construction; and construction best practice 
techniques to reduce the risk of transferring any contaminants, has been submitted to and approved, 
in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
b) Any materials to be re-used within the works shall be managed in accordance with the approved 
materials management plan and contaminated land method statement. 
Reason - To minimise adverse effects on habitats and species within Forton Lake and
ensure the conservation status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with 
Policies LP42 and LP47 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

 7.  a) No works above ground level, in the construction of the approved sea wall and brick boundary 
walls shall commence until details, including samples, of the proposed brick have been submitted to 
and approved, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
b) The development shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
Reason - To ensure that the external appearance of the development is satisfactory, and to comply 
with Policies LP10 and LP11 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

 8.  Development shall proceed in accordance with the ecological mitigation, compensation and 
enhancement measures detailed within the Ecological Impact Assessment (Coastal Partners, 
October 2020), Information for Habitats Regulations Assessment (Coastal Partners, October 2020) 
and the Outline Construction Environment Management Plan (Coastal Partners, October 2020) 
unless otherwise agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority. 
Reason - to conserve and enhance biodiversity in accordance with the Conservation Regulations 
2017, the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981, the NERC Act 2006, NPPF and with Policy LP44 of the 
Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

 9.  The construction works will be undertaken from the landward side wherever possible.
Reason - To minimise disturbance of the intertidal habitat in Forton Lake and ensure the 
conservation status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with Policy LP42 
of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

10.  No machinery or vehicles shall be used on the foreshore and the works required from the 
seaward side of the existing defence shall be undertaken on foot using hand tools. Geotextile matting 
or similar shall be used to protect the foreshore from trampling and for safe access for operatives on 
the soft sediments, including for any required access platform.
Reason - To minimise disturbance and compaction of the intertidal habitat in Forton Lake and ensure 
the conservation status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with Policy 
LP42 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.
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11.  The repointing work, installation of the new outfalls and flap valves, installation of the vertipools 
and clearance of debris items on the foreshore shall be undertaken over the low tide period when 
the intertidal substrate is above the tide level.
Reason - To minimise the suspension of sediments into the water column to ensure the conservation 
status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with Policy LP42 of the 
Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

12.  No works in the northern and central sections of the scheme area (chainage 1-170, as shown 
shaded purple on drawing 405363-MMD-FT-XX-DR-C-1002 P04) shall be undertaken between 1st 
October and 31st March inclusive.
Reason - To avoid the effect of acoustic and visual disturbance upon over-wintering birds using 
Forton Lake and ensure the conservation status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site 
and to comply with Policy LP42 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

13.  No piling works, if required, shall be undertaken between 1st October and 31st March inclusive.
Reason - To reduce the effect of acoustic disturbance upon passage and over wintering birds and 
ensure the conservation status of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with 
Policy LP42 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

14.  Between 1st October and 31st March inclusive, Readyhoard (or Heras mesh fencing with debris 
netting to full height) shall be placed around the perimeter of the southern working area (chainage 
170-240, as shown shaded green on drawing 405363-MMDFT-XX-DR-C-1002 P04).
Reason - To reduce the effect of visual disturbance upon passage and over wintering birds using 
the intertidal habitat and roost sites within Forton Lake and ensure the conservation status of the 
Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site and to comply with Policy LP42 of the Gosport Borough 
Local Plan 2011-2029.

15.  a) Within the first planting season (November to March) after the completion of the flood wall 
and gate, the hard and soft landscaping shown on drawings: 405363-MMD-FT-XX-DR-L-1600 Rev 
P03 - Landscaping Plan Sheet 1 of 2; 405363-MMD-FT-XX-DR-L-1601 Rev P03 - Landscaping Plan 
Sheet 2 of 2; and, outlined in e-mail dated 14.12.20 shall be carried out. 
b) any trees or plants which die are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased during the 
first five years, shall be replaced with others of identical species (or as may otherwise be agreed in 
writing with the Local Planning Authority) during the next planting season
Reason - In order to protect the amenities of the area, and to comply with Policies LP10, LP11 and 
LP12 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

16.  Replacement trees of suitable maturity and species, details of which shall be submitted to and 
agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority shall be planted within six months of the date the 
trees are felled, or such other time period as otherwise agreed, in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.
Reason - To maintain, as far as possible, the appearance of the area, and to comply with Policies 
LP10 and LP41 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

17.  The works shall be carried out in accordance with section 7 (Conclusions and 
Recommendations) of the GI Interpretative Technical Note - 12/11/19, and the recommendations 
within the Outline Construction Environmental Management Plan.
Reason - To ensure that risks from land contamination, ground gases and contaminated 
groundwater to the future uses of the land, neighbouring land, surface water, groundwater and wider 
environment are mitigated to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without any 
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and off site receptors and to comply with Policy LP47 of 
the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

18.  a) If contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the site then no further 
development or site clearance shall be carried out until a remediation strategy detailing how this 
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unsuspected contamination is to be dealt with has been submitted to and approved, in writing, by 
the Local Planning Authority.
b) Development shall thereafter proceed in accordance with the approved remediation strategy.
c) The development shall not be occupied or brought into use until details verifying that any 
remediation scheme required and approved under the provisions of part a) of this condition has been 
implemented has been submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - To ensure that risks from land contamination, ground gases and contaminated 
groundwater to the future uses of the land, neighbouring land, surface water, groundwater and wider 
environment are mitigated to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without any 
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and off site receptors and to comply with Policy LP47 of 
the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.
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ITEM NUMBER: 03.
APPLICATION NUMBER: 20/00037/FULL
APPLICANT: Mr Sam Coleborn  
DATE REGISTERED: 29.06.2020

RETENTION OF AND FURTHER WORKS FOR ERECTION OF DETACHED GARAGE
93 Wych Lane  Gosport  Hampshire  PO13 0TA    

The Site and the proposal

1. The application site is located on the eastern side of Wych Lane opposite its junction with Kent 
Road. The property is a detached bungalow constructed of red brick and uPVC windows and doors 
under a pitched, tiled roof. On the front elevation are 2 dormers which overlook a driveway which is 
enclosed by a wall, fence and gates. The fence and wall are approximately 1.8m high. On the eastern 
elevation is an attached garage which opens up onto the driveway. At the rear of the property is a 
conservatory which is 4.5m long and is enclosed by fencing. The property to the south, number 95 
Wych Lane, is approximately 2.4m away from the application property. The building to the north, 
Swan Court, is approximately 9m away from the application property. The properties in the 
immediate area are of similar size and design, many of which have had alterations to them. 

2. The proposal is for the retention and further works to erect a detached garage/outbuilding. The 
structure is situated within the driveway at the front of the property. It is 3.7m wide, 6.6m long and 
has a flat roof with a maximum height of 2.5m. It has a vehicle door on the eastern elevation and a 
pedestrian door on the southern elevation. It has been constructed out of concrete blocks and would 
be clad in timber and painted grey. The outbuilding will be used to store tools.

Relevant Planning History

90/16760/PA - erection of a single storey side extension - permitted 03.07.90

Relevant Policies

Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011 – 2029:
Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 
2014
LP10  Design
LP47  Contamination and Unstable Land

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019

Consultations
 
 Environmental Health No objection subject to contamination 

condition.

Response to Public Advertisement

2 letters of objection
Issues raised:-
- area prone to flooding
- design not in keeping and out of character
- too small to be used as a garage
- what is it to be used to store
- construction problems
- building is nearly finished
- untidy land and vermin
- negative impact on the sale prices of properties in this area.
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Principal Issues

1. Whilst the development is largely complete, Section 73A of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 (as amended) make provision for the submission of retrospective planning applications. Any 
construction works that impact on the neighbouring property is a private legal matter. The property 
is not within a Flood Risk Zone and any existing issues with drainage cannot be considered as part 
of this application. Untidy land and vermin could be dealt with under Environmental Health legislation. 
Loss of property value is not a material planning consideration. Therefore, the main issues for 
consideration are the appropriateness of the design of the proposal and its impact on the amenities 
of the occupiers of adjacent properties. 

2. The outbuilding is set forward of the property and is visible from the adjacent highway, however, 
as it is set back from Wych Lane, and is partially screened by the fencing to the front and side 
boundaries of the site. The screening of the structure by the existing boundary treatment, mitigates 
its visual impact on the streetscene. Subject to it being finished in appropriate materials, which can 
be secured by the imposition of a suitably worded planning condition, the proposal would not appear 
unduly prominent in the streetscene, or be at odds with the prevailing character of this part of the 
Borough. On balance, the proposal is considered acceptable in design terms and does not conflict 
with policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

3. Due to the size, location and relationship to the other neighbouring properties, the proposal does 
not harm the amenity of the occupiers of those properties in terms of access to light, privacy or 
outlook. The proposal is therefore acceptable in amenity terms and complies with policy LP10 of the 
Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

4. A contamination condition has been recommended by Environmental Health, however, given the 
proposal has already been built and no additional ground works is required, a contamination 
condition would not be necessary in this case.

Equalities Impact Assessment: No Implications

RECOMMENDATION:  Grant Permission

Subject to the following condition(s):-

 1.  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved 
plans:
Proposed detached garage, supporting documents - materials
Reason - To ensure that the development is completed satisfactorily in all respects and to comply 
with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

 2.  The garage hereby permitted shall be clad with timber and finished in 'Silver Copse', or any 
alternative that may be agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority, within 3 calendar months 
of the date of this permission. 
Reason - To ensure satisfactory visual relationship of the new development to the existing, and to 
comply with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.
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ITEM NUMBER: 04.
APPLICATION NUMBER: 20/00385/FULL
APPLICANT: Ms Sarah Chamberlain  
DATE REGISTERED: 05.10.2020

ERECTION OF HIP TO GABLE EXTENSION AND ERECTION OF DORMER EXTENSIONS 
ON THE FRONT AND REAR ROOF SLOPES (RESUBMISSION OF 20/00001/FULL)
13 Park Close  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 3EA    

The Site and the proposal

1. This application relates to a two-storey end of terrace dwellinghouse located on the south side of 
Park Close between the junctions of Hill Park Road and Virginia Park Road. The dwelling is set back 
from the footway and has a small front forecourt and is enclosed by a low boundary wall. On the 
principal elevation, there are  2 semi-circular bay windows on the ground and first floor, and the 
elevations are rendered. Properties in the surrounding area are similar in appearance and on-street 
parking is unallocated. There is currently no on site parking at the property. 

2. Planning permission is sought for the erection of a hip to gable extension and erection of dormer 
windows on the front and rear roof slopes. The gable end would be finished in brown tile hanging 
and be windowless. On the rear roof slope, the dormer extension would have a flat roof and 4.5m in 
length, set back 0.2m from the eaves and be set down 0.1m from the ridge of the original roof. The 
rear dormer would be finished in brown tile hanging. On the front roof slope, a flat roofed dormer 
extension would be erected that would be 3.8m wide, 2.7m long, 1.6m high and set back from the 
eaves by 1.3m. The proposed front dormer would be set in from the east side by 1.1m and 0.45m 
from the west. It would be finished in materials to match the existing roof slope. The application 
proposals are the same as those refused planning permission (under reference 20/00001/FULL) in 
February 2020.

3. As a result of the alterations, the number of bedrooms would increase from three to four.

Relevant Planning History

20/00001/FULL - erection of hip to gable extension and erection of dormer extensions on the front 
and rear roof slopes - refused 12.02.20 for the following reason:

The proposed dormer to the front roof slope would, by virtue of its excessive scale, inappropriate 
siting and unsympathetic relationship with the recipient property and wider street scene, appear as 
an incongruous and visually discordant feature that would harmfully unbalance the front of the 
property and would be contrary to Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 and 
the Design SPD.

Relevant Policies

Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011 – 2029:
LP10  Design
LP23  Layout of Sites and Parking

Supplementary Planning Documents:
Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 
2014
Gosport Borough Council Parking:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 2014

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019

Consultations
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 Environmental Health No response received.

Response to Public Advertisement

1 letter of objection
Issues raised:-
- front dormer overlooking

Principal Issues

1. The proposed hip to gable extension and dormer on the rear roof slope could be erected as 
permitted development under Schedule 2 Part 1 Class B of the General Permitted Development 
Order 2015 (as amended). This is a fall-back position relevant to the determination of this application. 
As the gable build-up would facilitate the erection of the dormer extension on the front roof slope, 
the description of development has not been amended. The main issues are, therefore, whether: the 
design is acceptable, having particular regard to the reason for the refusal of the previous application; 
the parking provision is acceptable; and, whether there would be a harmful impact on amenity.

2. The proposed hip to gable would harmfully unbalance the appearance of the terrace and wider 
street scene and appear as an incongruous addition. For similar reasons, the dormer on the rear 
roof slope would be an overly dominant form of development that would appear as excessively bulky 
and have a poor relationship with the recipient property. However, as previously highlighted, the 
gable build-up and rear dormer could be erected as permitted development and offers a fall-back 
position. For this reason, a refusal on design grounds in relation to the gable build-up and rear dormer 
is considered to be unsustainable. 

3. The proposed dormer on the front roof slope, despite the setback from the edges of the roof slope 
would be a significant addition to the recipient property and wider street scene in terms of the 
additional building bulk introduced at roof level. Its scale and lack of sympathetic relationship with 
features on the existing property, would dominate the roof slope and fail to be a subservient addition. 
For these reasons, the proposed dormer on the front roof slope would have an unsympathetic 
relationship with the recipient property and wider street scene and would be contrary to Policy LP10 
of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 and the Design SPD.  The submitted plans are the 
same as those previously refused and therefore the harm previously identified remains and has been 
neither addressed nor overcome.

4. The distance separation with neighbouring properties would prevent a harmful impact on the living 
conditions of these occupiers with regards to loss of light, outlook or increased sense of enclosure. 
The front dormer window would overlook the highway and forecourt area with the properties opposite 
being on the far side of the road. The proposal would comply with Policy LP10 of the Gosport 
Borough Local Plan 2011-2029, in this regard. 

5. The Parking Standards SPD indicates that for a dwelling with four or more bedrooms, there should 
be three allocated car parking spaces and 4 long stay cycle space. This is an increased requirement 
for one additional car parking space and 0.75 (1) additional cycle space. Despite the increased 
requirement for parking, the existing demand is not met on site. However, it is not considered that 
the addition of one bedroom would result in a harmful additional demand for on-street parking. There 
is sufficient space within the curtilage of the property for the secure and weatherproof storage of 
cycles. The proposal would therefore not conflict with Policy LP23 of the Local Plan.

Equalities Impact Assessment: No Implications

RECOMMENDATION:  Refuse

For the following reason(s):-
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 1.  The proposed dormer to the front roof slope would, by virtue of its excessive scale, inappropriate 
siting and unsympathetic relationship with the recipient property and wider street scene, appear as 
an incongruous and visually discordant feature that would harmfully unbalance the front of the 
property and would be contrary to Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 and 
the Design SPD.
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